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1
Introduction

Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has developed significantly in the last
decade due to technological advancements. It is used for different diagnos-
tic and therapeutic procedures and it helps to lower the risks of complica-
tions, shorter the hospitalization and reduce the tissue damage. Needles
are commonly used in many of these procedure, such as biopsies, microwave
and radio frequency ablations and brachytherapy. Accurate needle place-
ment is crucial for success of such procedures, and it is very challenging
in its current form. The medical imaging modalities such as computed to-
mography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have high spatial
resolution and the lesions can be localized precisely. However, the clinicians
need to align the needle with the targeted lesion manually, which requires
good spatial thinking and experience. For specific procedures, such as brain
surgery, it is possible to fixate a reference frame to the body, such as skull,
in order to assist the clinicians to place the needle [1, 2]. However, this is
not applicable for all procedures. Another issue in these procedures is that
the clinical needles are usually not completely rigid and have a bevel at the
tip. This causes the needle to bend naturally when inserted into the body.
This results in inaccurate targeting even if the needle is perfectly aligned
with the lesion. In general, it gets more challenging to target lesions as
those get deeper and smaller in size. Therefore, this thesis focuses on de-
velopment of a robotic system and control algorithms, which can assist the
clinicians perform needle placement procedure accurately.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Clinical motivation

Percutaneous needle insertion are commonly used for diagnostic procedures,
such as breast, lung and liver biopsies, and therapeutic procedures, such as
thermal ablation and brachytherapy [3]. Lung cancer has a high mortality
rate worldwide (1.59 million deaths in 2012) [4]. Therefore, cancer-related
diagnoses and therapies of the lung are amongst the important topics in
the field, and early detection can increase the chance of survival [5]. In
the United States and Europe lung cancer screening with low dose CT
is recommended for people at high risk [6, 7]. CT-guided lung biopsy is
often performed for the nodules greater than 10mm, and also small fast-
growing nodules. This can either be performed by core needle biopsy (CNB)
or by fine needle aspiration (FNA). A core is cut through the nodule in
CNB for pathological analysis, while in FNA a smaller needle is used to
aspirate cell clusters of the nodule, for cytological analysis. FNA has a
lower complication rate, however, CNB often results in a higher diagnostic
performance [8, 9]. Both CNB and FNA needles tend to deflect from their
initial path because of their asymmetric tip. In the free-hand method, which
is explained below, this can make the whole procedure more challenging,
since it is hard to compensate for the needle deflection. However, the
deflection can be used to correct the initial alignment errors by rotating
the needle during the insertion of the needle. This will not only decrease
the amount of required needle manipulations, but also enables targeting
even small lung nodules.

In order to better express the importance of flexible needle steering, it
would be beneficial to discuss the free-hand needle placement procedure.
At the beginning of the procedure, the patient is placed on the table of
the imaging device, and general anaesthesia is applied if required. A high
contrast CT scan is performed in order to locate the lesion precisely. Based
on the images the clinician decides about the entry region and subsequently
the needle path to the target. The critical structures such as large blood
vessels and impenetrable structures such as bones must be avoided when
deciding for the path. A fiducial-grid sticker is then placed at the entry
region and a new CT scan is performed. According to the fiducial-grid and
the laser system of the CT scanner, the entry point is marked. Clinicians
preferably try to choose the insertion point on a transverse image plane
which contains the lesion in order to facilitate needle placement. At this
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1.2 Flexible needle steering

point, in order to reduce tissue movements and deformations, an small
incision is often made before needle insertion, and if local anaesthesia is
needed, it is applied at this point. The clinician then tries to align the
needle or a needle guide with the target using the pre-operative CT images.
The needle is usually inserted in steps and a new CT scan is performed at
each step to check the needle trajectory. If the needle is not aligned with
the target, the clinician may decide to manipulate the needle or to retract
needle completely and re-insert it. The consequential increase of pleural
punctures increases the chance of complications such as pneumothorax and
pulmonary hemorrhage [10–12]. Furthermore, the nodule moves due to
respiration, which can result in inaccurate needle placement. Therefore, if
the patient is under local anaesthesia, breathing instructions are given to
the patient prior to the procedure to minimize the lesion movement. The
patient is asked to hold breath in a consistent fashion, if the nodule is close
to the diaphragm [13]. When the needle is successfully placed at the lesion,
the diagnostic or therapeutic procedure will start. The free-hand procedure
is challenging since the clinician needs to have good spatial thinking and
experience. Even then, it is difficult to compensate for the deflection of the
needle inside the body. Therefore, it has been suggested to used robotic
flexible needle steering, in order to assist the clinicians in such procedures.

1.2 Flexible needle steering

In this section, we discuss the different topics related to needle steering.
Specifically, we elaborate on different needle designs, needle-tissue interac-
tion models, steering methods and needle tracking techniques.

1.2.1 Needle design

Various flexible needle designs have been developed for steering, and those
can be divided into two categories: Passive and active. Passive needles have
a pre-defined shape, and steering is achieved by controlling the base motion
of the needle. Needles with symmetric, beveled and pre-bend/curved tips
are passive needles that have been used in many studies (Fig. 1.1) [14–16].
Active needles can change their shape, either at the tip or along the entire
length. Examples of active needles are concentric tubes [17,18], pre-curved
stylet [19], programmable bevel [20], tendon-actuated tip [21, 22] needles
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Passive needles: (a) Symmetric. (b) Beveled. (c) Pre-bend.
(d) Pre-curved.

(Fig. 1.2). Passive needles need to be rotated along their longitudinal
axis in order to control their path through the soft tissue. The rotation
of the needle may cause tissue damage [23]. On the other hand, active
needles can be steered in any direction without rotating the needle along
its longitudinal axis. In order to model the interaction of the needles with
a tissue, several models have been developed which are discussed below.

1.2.2 Needle-tissue interaction modelling

In this section, we discuss three different methods used to model the needle-
tissue interaction. The interaction depends on the deformation of both the
needle shaft and surrounding tissue. Here we focus only on flexible needles
with a bevel at the tip.

Nonholonomic kinematics

The nonholonomic model describes the motion of the needle using a bicycle
model with a fixed front wheel angle [15]. Two hypothetical wheels are
placed at the needle tip as depicted in Fig. 1.3. The angle of the front
wheel (φ) cause the bicycle to follow a circular path with a constant radius,
which is called radius of curvature (κ). The direction of the trajectory can
be controlled by rotating the needle along its shaft. It is demonstarted
in [15] that the pose of the needle’s tip can be calculated using:

ẋ
ẏ
ż
α̇

β̇
γ̇

 =



sin(β) 0
−cos(β)sin(α) 0

cos(α)cos(β) 0
κ cos(γ)sec(β) 0

κ sin(γ) 0
−κ cos(γ)tan(β) 1


[
u1
u2

]
, (1.1)
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1.2 Flexible needle steering

Figure 1.2: Active needles: (a) Concentric tubes (Webster III et al.).
(b) Pre-curved stylet (Okazawa et al.). (c) Programmable bevel (Ko et
al.). (d) Tendon-actuated (Roesthuis et al.).

where x, y and z are the tip position in 3D space, and α, β and γ are the
yaw, pitch and roll, respectively. The control inputs are denoted by u1 and
u2. The distance between back wheel, front wheel and the needle tip (a and
b) and the angle (φ) should be calibrated prior to the experiments. These
three parameters depend on the needle, tissue and the insertion velocity.

Finite elements models

Finite elements method (FEM) has been used to simulate both the needle
and the surrounding tissue [24]. The needle can be simulated using a FEM
model which takes into account the geometric nonlinearities [25]. The tissue
can be modelled as a mesh of 2D or 3D polyhedral elements, which can
deform when the needle advances into it. The FEM model can be used to
estimate the needle-tissue contact forces resulting from tissue deformation.
Furthermore, It can be used to study the effect of external forces on the
tissue. This can be used to push the tissue (and therefore the target)
in a certain direction, in order to reduce targeting error. Despite all the
benefits, the FEM model is computationally expensive and it is not suitable
for real-time application. The performance can be improved by decreasing
the accuracy of the model.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.3: Needle-tissue interaction: (a) Nonholonomic model: Two hy-
pothetical wheels are placed at the needle tip. The front wheel is at a fixed
angle (φ) with respect to the beck wheel. The distance between the back
wheel and the needle tip is a and from the tip to the front wheel is b. Two
control inputs (u1 and u2) are used to move the needle on a planned tra-
jectory. (b) Mechanics-based model: The forces (fi) acting on the needle
shaft are shown. K is the tissue stiffness and F is the force applied to
the tip. The dashed-line shows the initial needle path, and the solid line
depicts the current needle pose.

Mechanics-based models

Mechanics-based models are adapted from beam theories [25–27]. In these
models, the fact that the needle deflection and tissue deformation are cou-
pled is considered. The Euler-Bernoulli equation is used to relate the
needle’s deflection (v) to the applied load (fi) (Fig. 1.3):

d2

dx2

(
EI

d2v

dx2

)
= fi, (1.2)

where x is the position and EI is the flexural rigidity of the needle. Inte-
grating twice both sides of eq. (1.2) with respect to position (x), will result
in the deflection (v). The tip force (F ) should also be considered in the
integration.

Glozman et al. used the formulation mentioned above to approximated
the shape of the needle with several third order polynomials [28]. The coeffi-
cients of the polynomials are found using the model. Misra et al. developed
an analytical model for the loads at the tip, based on the geometry of the
needle and material properties of the tissue [29]. They used microscopic ob-
servations to derive a model that calculates the deflection of a bevel-tipped
needle. Mechanical properties of the tissue and the needle are needed for
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1.2 Flexible needle steering

mechanics-based models. These properties can be measured pre-operatively
for homogeneous phantoms, however, for heterogeneous phantoms this can
only be roughly estimated. The models which are discussed here can be
used to control the needle trajectory. Several needle steering algorithms
have been discussed in literature which are presented below.

1.2.3 Steering algorithms

In this section, we focus on needle steering algorithms which are specifi-
cally designed for passive needles. These algorithms use the needle-tissue
interaction models discussed in section 1.2.2, in order to control the tra-
jectory of the needle. The three major methods discussed in literature are
presented below.

Tip-steering

Tip-steering is the most widely used method for needle steering. It can be
applied to bevel-tipped, pre-bend and pre-curved needles. These needles
deflect naturally while inserted into the body due to the forces exerted to
the asymmetric tip. Tip-steering uses this natural deflection to control the
trajectory of the needle [16]. It is important to notice that the amount of
needle deflection depends on several parameters, such as tissue stiffness,
diameter and material of the needle, bevel angle and etc.. In tip-steering
algorithms, the focus is not on altering the amount of deflection, but to
control the trajectory.

Duty-cycling

In contrast with tip steering, in duty-cycling method, the amount of de-
flection is controlled through periodic needle rotations [30]. If the needle is
rotated constantly, the trajectory will be a straight line, and if the rotation
period goes to zero, the needle bends with the maximum deflection. The
fact that one can alter the amount of deflection is useful for controlling the
needle trajectory, however, this methods usually applies many needles ro-
tations which cause a lot of tissue damage. Furthermore, it can be applied
only to bevel-tipped needles.
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1. Introduction

Base-manipulation

The base-manipulation algorithm is originally developed for symmetric nee-
dles. It uses the mechanical model of needle-tissue interaction to solve for
forward and backward kinematics. In this method, transverse motion of the
base of the needle (which is out of the body) is used to deform the tissues
and bend the needle [28]. Base-manipulation provides a good steerability
at low insertion depth. However, as the needle goes deeper, the steerability
decreases and the manipulation can result in large tissue stress and possible
tissue damage.

1.2.4 Tracking

The needle shape, or at least the needle’s tip needs to be tracked in order
to perform any type of needle steering accurately. The real-time tracking
information can be used to close the control loop. The needle can be tracked
using either different imaging modalities or sensors. Below we discuss the
various tracking methods used in literature.

Image-based tracking

Researchers have used ultrasound [31], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
[32] and computed tomography (CT) [33] images for needle placement pro-
cedures. Ultrasound has a high frame rate with respect to MRI and CT and
it is more suitable for real-time application. However, the image quality
is also lower. As a result, there has been an extensive research on needle
segmentation in ultrasound images.

The ultrasound is usually used in three different modalities: 1. 2D sagit-
tal. 2. 2D transverse. 3. 3D volumetric. 2D sagitall was one of the first
modalities that was used for needle steering. The ultrasound probe is placed
parallel to the needle shaft, and the steering is often performed in 2D
space [34]. If the needle moves out of the ultrasound image plane, it cannot
be tracked any further. The 2D transverse images show a cross sectional
view of the needle. The probe is places perpendicular to the needle shaft
in this case. The transverse images are usually used to track the needle
tip in 3D space. In order to achieve this, the probe is translated along the
needle shaft using motors, while the needle is inserted [35]. However, it is
challenging to keep the probe exactly at the tip of the needle, in order to
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1.2 Flexible needle steering

avoid imaging the shaft instead of the tip. The 3D volumetric imaging can
be used to address this issue. It provides a 3D volume in which the tip of
the needle can be tracked accurately [36]. However, 3D ultrasound imaging
usually have a low frame rate and it is not suitable for real-time applica-
tions. Furthermore, ultrasound images are noisy and often contain artifact
specially in biological tissue. Therefore, different filtering techniques (such
as Kalman filters) have been used to track the needle accurately. The as-
sumption in filter design is that the motion of the needle tip is slow in
imaging plane. For instance, linear Kalman filters are designed to reduce
the fast and large changes in the estimated needle tip position [37,38].

Sensor-based tracking

As discussed above, medical imaging modalities have certain limitations
for needle placement applications. One way to over come these limitations
is to use other sensors along with the imaging device or as a standalone
system. There are two sensors which are used for needle steering, fiber
Bragg grating (FBG) and electromagnetic (EM) sensors. FBG sensors use
the frequency change in light beams in order to measure the mechanichal
strain [39]. Roesthuis et al. used an array of FBG sensors to reconstruct
the the shape of the entire needle in 3D space [40]. FBG measurements
have less noise with respect to imaging and it has a much higher refresh
rate (up to 20KHz). However, the fibers are fragile and this technologies
is still in research and it is expensive for clinical use. EM sensors have
also been used in several studies with different tracking systems, which are
commercially available. One of the widely used systems is NDI Aurora
(Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Canada). The smallest sensors for this
setup is a 5-DOF cylindrical sensor with a diameter of 0.5mm and height
of 8.0mm. Aurora can measure multiple sensors at the same time with a
refresh rate of maximum 30Hz and the cost of the system is the relatively
low. However, it is sensitive to neighbouring metallic objects and other
fields, and it can affect the measurements accuracy.

It is important to mention that, one imaging modality is always required
to locate the lession in the body and to register the other tracking systems
with respect to body. In case of imaging systems with ionizing radiations,
such as CT scanner, it is beneficial for the clinicians and the patients to
reduce the number of scans as much as possible. Therefore, using sensor-
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1. Introduction

based tracking methods are of great importance.

1.3 Computed tomography-compatible setups for
needle steering

Various devices have been developed over the past two decades for posi-
tioning and steering needles. In this section we focus on the systems which
were specifically designed for thorax and abdomen. These devices could be
categorized as passive and active. Below we will discuss each category and
elaborate more on it.

1.3.1 Passive devices

Passive devices are setups which assist the clinicians to align the needle
towards the target without any physical interactions. There are three main
types passive devices: 1. Tracking systems, 2. Gravity referenced, and 3.
Laser projection.

Medical imaging modalities, such as CT and MRI, which are commonly
used for needle placement procedures are not real-time. Therefore, real-
time systems such as optical tracking and electromagnetic (EM) tracking
devices could be beneficial. Examples of such systems are Stryker (Kala-
mazoo, USA) optical navigation system (Fig. 1.4,a)and NDI Aurora EM
tracker. In both cases, one set of sensor/marker is attached to the patient
as the ground truth, and another set of sensor/marker is attached to a
needle holder. The system calculates the relative pose of the needle with
respect to the planed insertion pose, and give a feedback to the clinician.
Both systems have high accuracy, however, optical trackers need an unob-
structed line of sight, and EM trackers are sensitive to neighboring metallic
object.

Gravity referenced devices use the gravity force as a reference vector.
For instance, a two-dimensional bubble level is used in the system shown in
Fig. 1.4,b [41]. The bubble level is used to hold the device parallel to the
ground, and the needle is then aligned with the target using a protractor.
AccuPlace (Inrad Inc., Kentwood, USA) is a disposable and commercially
available device which uses the same concept (Fig. 1.4,c) [42].

Laser projection systems use laser beams to visualize the planned needle
trajectory. The projection is used as the reference for the clinician in order
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1.3 Computed tomography-compatible setups for needle steering

to position the needle. Fig . 1.4 shows two examples of such systems.
Unger et al. developed the system shown in Fig 1.4,d [43]. The system
has several motion stages which enable the user to move the laser module
manually, in order to position it according to a pre-operative path planner.
Another example is SimpleCT (NeoRad AS, Oslo, Norway) shown in Fig.
1.4,e), which is similar to the work of Unger, but streamlined [44].

1.3.2 Active devices

Active devices are setups which provide physical guidance for placing the
needle. Active devices can be categorized as patient-mount and non-patient-
mount which are discussed below.

Patient-mount

Patient-mount systems are directly attached to the body of the patient.
Therefore, it should be small and light weight. One advantage of such sys-
tem is that in case of body movement, it also moves with the body. This
results in minimizing the targeting error due to body motions. The assump-
tion here is that the target moves similar to the skin. Another advantage of
such system is that the whole system is scanned with the patient and conse-
quently it can act as a reference frame for targeting. Several patient-mount
systems have been developed and we discuss some on them below.

Simplify systems (NeoRad AS, Oslo, Norway) depicted in Fig. 1.5,a has
one rotating arc [45]. The needle guide is attached to the arc and can move
along the arc. The clinician can use the two degrees-of-freedom to align
the needle with the target. Similar idea was used in SeeStar (AprioMed
AB, Uppsala, Sweden), where two perpendicular rotating arc are used to
move the needle guide [46]. The advantage of Simplify system over SeeStar
is that the system can be detached from the patient after needle insertion,
without retracting the needle. While for SeeStar system the needle should
be retracted before one can remove the system.

Robopsy system is another device designed for CT-guided percouta-
neous biopsies and the mechanical design concept is similar to SeeStar [47].
The positioning of the needle guide is manual in Simplify and SeeStar. In
contrast, Robopsy uses two stepper motors to move the needle guide. In
addition, there are two stepper motors to clamp/release the needle and also
insert it automatically. Tha motors are placed such that the stay out of
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1. Introduction

transverse plans to avoid image distortions. Demathelin et al. also devel-
oped a CT-compatible 5-DOF system, named CT-Bot, which is actuated
by ultrasonic peizo motors [48]. Three DOFs are used to position a needle
driver, which has two DOFs for steering the needle. The fiducials on the
robot are used to register it in the CT scanner reference frame.

Non-patient-mount

These systems are not mounted on the patient and can be table-, floor-
and gantry-mounted. The table-mounted systems have the benefit that
they enter the scanner with the patient, similar to patient-mount systems.
Floor- and gantry-mounted systems are fixed with respect to the scanner,
and do not enter into the scanner.

The system shown in Fig. 1.6,a is developed by Siemens (Munich,
Germany). It has a 2-DOF parallelogram structure with a remote-center-
of-motion (RCM). The RCM point is the insertion point, and it is placed
at the proper position using an arm. The system is not actuated and the
clinician should place it according to the CT images. Stoianovici et al.
developed a system with 5-DOF, which is mounted on the table and goes
over the patient using a bridge structure (Fig. 1.6,b) [49]. It consists of
a 3-DOF XYZ linear stage, and a 2-DOF RCM needle guide. The system
is not actuated and the clinician should used the linear stages to position
the needle at the insertion point, and then align the needle with the target
using the RCM mechanism.

Zhou et al. used a Mitsubishi RV-E2 6-DOF robotic arm to control the
position of the needle [33]. The system is mounted on the floor, and a long
end-effector is attached to the robot (Fig. 1.6,c). The end-effector has a
needle gripper and it can enter the scanner bore. A vision system is also
used to track the chest motion and compensate for it using the robotic arm.
Tovar-Arriaga et al. also used a robotic arm (DLR/KUKA Light Weight
Robot III) to position a needle holder. An optical system is used to register
the robot with respect to the scanner. The system place the needle holder
at the insertion point automatically, using the planning information.
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1.3 Computed tomography-compatible setups for needle steering

Figure 1.4: Passive needle positioning devices: (a) Stryker (Kalamazoo,
USA), optical navigation system. (b) Palestrant I (Palestrant et al.), grav-
ity referenced system. (c) AccuPlace (Inrad Inc., Kentwood, USA), gravity
referenced system. (d) Unger et al., laser projection. (e) SimpliCT (Neo-
Rad AS, Oslo, Norway), laser projection.
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Figure 1.5: Patient mount systems: (a) Simplify, NeoRad AS (Oslo, Nor-
way) (b) SeeStar, AprioMed AB (Uppsala, Sweden) (c) Robopsy, Gupta et
al. (d) CT-Bot, Demathelin et al.
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1.3 Computed tomography-compatible setups for needle steering

Figure 1.6: Non-patient mount systems: (a) Siemens (Munich, Ger-
many). (b) AcuBot, Stoianovici et al. (c) Mitsubishi RV-E2, Zhou et
al.. (d) DLR/KUKA Light Weight Robot III, Tovar-Arriaga et al.
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1. Introduction

1.4 Contributions and outline of the thesis

The significant contributions of this thesis are as follows. First, an ac-
tuated 4-DoF CT-compatible remote-center-of-motion needle insertion de-
vice is designed and evaluated. The system design, choice of materials and
form factors are according to CT-guided interventions. This device is used
through out this thesis in order to study and address different challenges
within needle steering domain. A multi-sensor data fusion scheme using
unscented Kalman filter is developed in order to fuse FBG data with US
images and also intermittent CT images with real-time EM tracking data.
The data fusion is crucial, because high targeting accuracy depends on accu-
rate estimation of the needle pose. Next, a new image processing algorithm
for needle tracking in biological tissue based on Fourier descriptors is devel-
oped and tested using US images. A motion compensation algorithm based
on force measurements and EM tracking data is proposed to compensate
the physiological motion during an intervention. Finally, a new hybrid con-
trol algorithm for flexible needle steering and a pre-operative path planner
are developed. The hybrid control algorithm combines base-manipulation
and tip-steering methods. This is used in experiments in gelatin, biological
tissue and human cadaver using clinical fine-needle-aspiration needles to
evaluate the performance.

The next five chapters of the thesis are published (or under review)
archival journal or peer-reviewed conference papers of the author. The last
chapter concludes this work and provide guideline for future work. The
thesis is outlined as follows:

Chapter 2 present the design and development of a CT-compatible
needle insertion device (NID). The NID has two degrees-of-freedom which
are used to insert and rotate the needle. The setup is tested in the CT
scanner for compatibility and noise measurements are performed. Several
needle steering experiments in gelatin and biological tissue has been per-
formed using EM tracker and CT images.

Considering the results in the previous chapter, in Chapter 3 a data
fusion algorithm based on unscented Kalman filter is developed. Ultra-
sound images are fused with FBG sensor data, and an actuated-tip needle
is employed. The fused measurement data are used to closed the control
loop.

The next chapter presents the second part of our robot design. A two
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degrees-of-freedom remote-center-of-motion arm is design through a paral-
lel mechanism. The arm is used to rotate the NID at the insertion point.
The arm is mainly made of plastic and carbon fibre rods, which are CT-
compatible. All the metallic parts and motors are design to stay out of
the field of CT scanner to minimize the interference.Real-time feedback of
needle pose is important in order to achieve high accuracy. CT images are
also required to find the location of the targeted lesion with respect to the
needle’s tip. Therefore, in this chapter, the data fusion scheme discussed in
Chapter 3 is modified to fuse real-time EM tracking data with intermittent
CT image. In order to make the experiments more realistic, needle steering
experiments are performed in an anthropomorphic phantom of the chest.

During lung and liver procedures, physiological motions such as breath-
ing and beating heart cause the body and the targeted lesion to move. In
Chapter 5, a control scheme is discussed in order to compensate for physio-
logical motions. A robot arm is used to move a phantom with a trajectory
similar to the motion liver during breathing. The NID, which is discussed
in Chapter 2, is attached to another robot arm through a force sensor. An
EM tracker is used to track the pose of needle’s tip in 3D space. The target
motion is tracked using an ultrasound probe. The control algorithm uses
the force measurements to compensate for the phantom motion, and it uses
the EM tracking data and ultrasound images to steer the needle towards
the target. The proposed algorithm is tested both in gelatin phantom and
bovine liver.

Chapter 6 presents human cadaver studies using a new hybrid control al-
gorithm which combines base-manipulation and tip-steering methods. The
setup discussed in Chapter 3 is used in order to apply the hybrid control.
A pre-operative path planner is developed which considers the clinical re-
quirements. Several needle steering experiment are performed in the lungs
of a human cadaver. In order to keep the experiments as realistic as possi-
ble, the work-flow is kept similar to the current clinical practice and clinical
fine-needle-aspiration needles are used. Finally Chapter 7 concludes this
work and provide recommendations for future work.
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Preface

Lung and liver biopsies and ablations are common needle insertion proce-
dures. These procedures are typically conducted under CT guidance and
the outcome of the surgery depends on clinician’s experience. Robotic sys-
tems could be utilized in these surgical procedures to assist the clinician
and increase the targeting accuracy. Previous chapter discussed the clini-
cal motivation, available technologies to assist the clinicians and different
needle designs. In this chapter, design and evaluation of a CT-compatible
needle insertion device is presented. Initially, the design requirements and
design choices are discussed. Next, the CT-compatibility of the robot is
evaluated through noise power spectrum analysis. Several needle steering
experiments in gelatine and biological tissue are performed. The experi-
mental results suggest that a real-time feedback of needle tip position is
critical in order to achieve high targeting accuracy. The developed system
is a test-bed to evaluate the feasibility of flexible needle steering under CT
guidance, which is discussed in the reminder of this thesis.



2.1 Introduction

Abstract

Purpose Percutaneous needle insertion procedures are commonly used for
diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Although current technology allows
accurate localization of lesions, they cannot yet be precisely targeted. Lung
cancer is the most common cause of cancer-related death, and early detec-
tion reduces the mortality rate. Therefore, suspicious lesions are tested for
diagnosis by performing needle biopsy.
Methods In this paper, we have presented a novel computed tomography-
(CT-) compatible needle insertion device (NID). The NID is used to steer
a flexible needle (φ0.55mm) with a bevel at the tip in biological tissue. CT
images and an electromagnetic (EM) tracking system are used in two sepa-
rate scenarios to track the needle tip in three-dimensional space during the
procedure. Our system uses a control algorithm to steer the needle through
a combination of insertion and minimal number of rotations.
Results Noise analysis of CT images has demonstrated the compatibility
of the device. The results for three experimental cases (case 1: open-loop
control, case 2: closed-loop control using EM tracking system and case 3:
closed-loop control using CT images) are presented. Each experimental
case is performed 5 times and average targeting errors are 2.86±1.14mm,
1.11±0.14mm and 1.94±0.63mm for case 1, case 2 and case 3, respectively.
Conclusions The achieved results show that our device is CT-compatible
and it is able to steer a bevel-tipped needle toward a target. We are able
to use intermittent CT images and EM tracking data to control the needle
path in a closed-loop manner. These results are promising, and suggest
that it is possible to accurately target the lesions in real clinical procedures
in the future.

2.1 Introduction

Percutaneous needle insertion into soft tissue is a common minimally in-
vasive surgical procedure. Clinical needle procedures are used for diagnos-
tic and therapeutic purposes such as biopsy, brachytherapy and ablation.
These procedures are commonly performed manually by clinicians. Dif-
ferent imaging modalities, such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound, are used to provide feedback to
the surgeon to reach the target accurately. Although accurate localization
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of lesions is possible using current imaging technology, they cannot yet be
precisely targeted [1]. Cancer-related diagnoses and therapies of the lung
are amongst the important topics in the field of percutaneous procedures.
This is due to the high mortality rate of lung cancer worldwide (1.59 million
deaths in 2012) [2], and also risk of complications such as hemothorax and
pneumothorax [3]. Early detection can increase the chance of survival [4].

Due to importance of early detection, usually a needle biopsy is per-
formed when a suspicious lesion is observed in CT images. The tissue is then
tested for diagnosis. The procedure begins with a CT scan of the region of
interest. The clinician determines the insertion point using a radio-opaque
grid and laser alignment system of the CT scanner. The biopsy needle is
then inserted for several millimeters into the chest. The insertion angle is
checked several times during the procedure by performing new CT scans.
If the needle is in the correct direction, the clinician further inserts the
needle, otherwise the needle is retracted and re-inserted until the needle
is properly aligned. Finally, the biopsy is taken when the needle is close
enough to the lesion. Each time a new CT scan is taken, the clinician must
leave the CT room. This causes delay in the procedure and it is not conve-
nient for clinicians. The number of attempts (re-positioning the needle) to
reach the lesion depends on the clinician’s experience and lesion position.
Near-real-time imaging of the lesion using CT fluoroscopy (CTF) is possi-
ble to reduce the number of attempts. It was shown that the success rate
is improved while using CTF [5]. The risk of complications increases with
the number of insertion attempts [3].

2.1.1 Related work

Different robotic setups have been developed to perform needle insertion
procedures aiming at increasing targeting accuracy and thereby minimizing
the number of insertion attempts [1], [6]. In this work, we are specifically in-
terested in using needle steering to address the mentioned problems, which
will be briefly discussed along with different robotic setups.

Needle steering methods

Different steering methods have been proposed in the literature. Needles
with a symmetric tip can be steered by moving the base of the needle [7].
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Figure 2.1: The experimental setup used for steering a bevel-tipped needle.
The needle is steered towards a virtual target in biological tissue embedded
in a gelatin phantom using computed tomography (CT) images. The top
inset shows the phantom, the lower inset shows the needle with a bevel at
the tip. The frame (Ψct) represents the CT scanner coordinate system.

On the other hand, needles with an asymmetric tip (bevel-tipped) [8], a
pre-bend/-curved tip [9] or an actuated tip [10] deflect due to the tip shape.

Needles used for clinical procedures such as biopsies and ablations usu-
ally have an asymmetric tip. Tissue surrounding the needle and the force
required to cut the tissue cause interaction forces at the needle. In the case
of bevel-tipped needles (Fig. 4.1, lower inset), the forces which are applied
to the tip result in transverse load [11]. This causes needle deflection during
the insertion. The needle deflection can be used to steer the needle along
a non-straight path towards a target in the tissue. The needle trajectory
can be controlled to follow a pre-defined path by modeling the deflection.
The deflection can be modeled based on the kinematics of the needle [12]
or based on mechanics of needle-tissue interaction [11]. The amount of
deflection depends on several parameters, such as bevel angle, insertion
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speed, needle diameter and tissue stiffness. Webster et al. modeled mo-
tion of bevel-tipped needles as a unicycle and bicycle, where they assumed
the needle describes a path of constant curvature [12]. Other researchers
showed that the curvature can be controlled through duty-cycled spinning
of the needle [13], [14]. Abayazid et al. developed a three-dimensional (3D)
steering algorithm which minimizes the number of needle rotations [15].
The control loop, for the mentioned steering algorithms, can be closed using
feedback from the needle position. Ultrasound [16], MRI [17] and CT [18]
are used to track the needle in tissue. Fiber Bragg Grating sensors and
electromagnetic tracking sensors are also used for needle tracking [15], [19],.

CT-compatible devices

Different CT-compatible robotic setups have been developed to help clini-
cians better target lesions. These robotic setups can be categorized based
on their insertion principle and structure.

Considering the insertion principle, it is possible to divide these setups
into positioning devices and needle insertion devices (NID). Examples of
positioning devices can be found in the literature [20] - [6]. Such systems
only position and orient a needle holder and the insertion is done by the
clinician. The optimal position and orientation to insert the needle is de-
termined using diagnostic images. The needle holder is then positioned
and oriented accordingly, and the needle is inserted manually. On the
other hand, NIDs both position and orient the needle and also insert the
needle into the tissue. The insertion could be fully-automated [3], [18] or it
could be semi-automated [21]. In the fully-automated control, the needle
is inserted considering the relative positions of the target with respect to
the needle tip. However, in semi-automated control the clinician is in the
loop during the procedure [21]. None of the existing CT-compatible setups
provide needle rotation about its axis, which is useful for needle steering.

It is also possible to classify the mentioned setups based on their struc-
ture. The device could be patient-mounted [1], table-mounted [22] or it can
have a base on the ground [6]. This categorization is important because
one of the issues in needle insertion in thorax and abdomen is that the
body moves due to respiration. The patient-mounted devices compensate
for the body motion passively because they move with the patient [1]. On
the other hand, table-mounted and ground-mounted devices require an on-
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line tracking system to compensate for patient motion [18]. The tracking
data is then used to compensate for the body motion in the robot control
algorithm. Another advantage of patient-mounted devices over the other
two is that they are usually smaller, lightweight and provide better access
to the patient for the clinician.

2.1.2 Contributions

In this work, we present a novel CT-compatible NID which is capable of
rotating the needle while inserting it into the tissue. The compatibility of
the device is demonstrated via noise analysis of CT images. The NID has
been used to steer a bevel-tipped needle in a phantom with biological tissue
towards a virtual target. Electromagnetic tracking and CT images are used
in two separate experimental cases as feedback to the steering algorithm
and the results are compared. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first CT-compatible NID which is capable of steering needles through a
combination of insertion and rotation.

The paper is organized as follows: In section II our CT-compatible NID
design is discussed. The experimental setup, plan and results are presented
in section III followed by conclusion and directions for future work in section
IV.

2.2 Design

In this section, the design of a CT-compatible NID is explained. Consider-
ing the discussion in the previous section, we are using bevel-tipped needles
to perform needle steering. At least two degrees of freedom (DOF) (inser-
tion and rotation) are needed to control the needle trajectory. Current CT
scanners (such as Siemens Somatom Sensation 64 (Siemens AG, Munich,
Germany) and Brilliance CT (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands))
have a gantry opening of about 820mm. There is approximately 300mm
free space around the abdomen to place the device while a patient is inside
the bore. As depicted in Fig. 4.2, the designed NID is a cylinder of 55mm
in diameter and 270mm in length. 150mm long needle is used in the device
and the maximum insertion length is 120mm. The device is designed such
that the insertion point (Fig. 4.2, 8O) and all metallic parts (such as mo-
tors and electric connections) be placed at two opposite sides of the device.
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Figure 2.2: Prototype of computed tomography-compatible needle inser-
tion device: 1O Drive shaft, 2O Guide bars, 3O Needle gripper, 4O Ball
bearing, 5O Motor for needle rotation, 6O Cables to the low-level controller,
7O Needle, 8O Insertion point, 9O Bushing, 10O Carriage, 11O Motor for in-

sertion/retraction.

This helps to minimize the noise and artifacts in the CT images as much
as possible.

The needle is placed in a gripper which is attached to the carriage us-
ing ball bearings. The carriage is moved forward (insertion) and backward
(retraction) using the drive shaft. The drive shaft and the carriage have
external and internal ISO metric screw threads. The carriage slides on two
carbon fiber tubes. Since the force applied to the carriage from the drive
shaft is not symmetrically distributed, friction acts at the contact points of
the carriage and the guiding carbon tubes. Therefore, oil-free bushings are
used to achieve a smooth motion (Fig. 4.2, 9O). The insertion and rotation
are controlled using two motors. The motors are brushed-DC 1016N012G
with a HEM-3 quadrature encoder and a 10/1 planetary gearhead of 1:4
ratio (Faulhaber Group, Schönaich, Germany). Spur gears with transmis-
sion ratio of 1:3 are used to transmit the motor torque to the drive shaft
and needle gripper. The body is 3D printed using Acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS) and the shaft is made of Polyoxymethylene (POM). Ball
bearings with plastic inner and outer races with glass balls are used in
places that may interfere with CT images.

The low-level motor controller is a proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
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controller which is implemented on a ATMEGA328 (Atmel Corporation,
California, USA) micro-controller. The motor speed is controlled through
pulse width modulation (PWM) using the feedback from the motors en-
coders.

The high-level controller is based on the steering algorithm which is
discussed in the following section. The motor set points are sent to the low-
level controller using universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART).
The low-level controller then controls the motors to reach the set point.

2.3 Experiments

In this section, first, the different components and parameters of the ex-
perimental cases are introduced. The experimental plan consisting of a
CT-compatibility test of the device and three steering cases are then ex-
plained. Finally, the results are presented and discussed.

2.3.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup consists of the NID, low-level controller electronics,
CT scanner or electromagnetic (EM) tracker and a computer. The block
diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 4.3. Two different
systems are used in the experiments to provide feedback to the needle
steering algorithm. In one scenario, needle pose is calculated using CT
images, and in the other scenario an EM tracker system is employed.The
NID and the low-level controller are discussed in the previous section. The
details about the CT scanner and the EM tracker system are provided here.

The CT scanner used in the experiments is the Siemens Somatom Sen-
sation 64 (Siemens AG, Munich , Germany). The settings are the defaults
used for abdomen scan, which are a tube voltage of 120KVP, tube current
of 409mAs, pixel spacing of 0.6719mm, slice thickness of 2mm with 1.5mm
overlap and convolution kernel of B30f.

A 5DOF EM sensor is embedded in a 0.55mm needle to track the needle
tip with the EM tracking system. This sensor is chosen due to its smaller
size (φ0.5mm) with respect to 6DOF sensor (φ0.8mm). Aurora v2 EM
tracker (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Canada) is used for measuring
the sensor pose 40 times per second [23]. The 3D position, pitch and
yaw angles are measured by the system. The roll angle (rotation about
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the experimental setup: The needle pose
is measured using electromagnetic (EM) tracker or computed tomography
(CT) images. The steering algorithm computes the amount of needle ro-
tation needed. The control command (motor set point) is sent to the
low-level controller. The low-level controller controls the motors using
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller through pulse width mod-
ulation (PWM).
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Field generator

Sensor Interface Units

System Control
Unit

Biological tissue embedded
in gelatin phantom

Needle with EM sensor

NID

Low-level controller

Figure 2.4: Experimental setup using Aurora electromagnetic (EM) tracker:
The tracking system consists of a planar field generator, a system control
unit, a sensor interface unit and a sensor embedded in the needle close
to the tip. The system is able to track the sensor in a 500×500×500mm
cube volume. The needle insertion device (NID) is controlled by the low-
level controller to steer the needle in biological tissue embedded in gelatin
phantom.

needle axis) cannot be measured from the EM sensor, and therefore it is
calculated from the motor encoder. The assumption is that the torsion
about the needle axis will cause only minimal offset between the tip and
base angles. As depicted in Fig. 2.4, the EM tracking system consists of a
field generator, a system control unit and a sensor interface unit. According
to the manufacturer, the root mean square (RMS) of the position error is
0.7mm and it is 0.20° for the orientations, when the planar field generator
is used.
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2.3.2 Experimental plan

Two experimental scenarios are planned to validate the CT-compatibility
and functionality of the device. The experimental plan is described in this
section.

CT image noise analysis

The CT-compatibility of the device has been proved through noise anal-
ysis of CT images. It is discussed in literature that signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is a fundamental concept in noise analysis. However, it does not
characterize the noise completely [24]. One of the characteristics that is
missing in SNR is the so called noise texture. Noise texture is related to
the spatial-frequency distribution of the noise. Therefore, the noise-power
spectrum (NPS) is commonly used for analysis of CT images. NPS char-
acterizes the noise texture by describing the noise variance as a function of
spatial frequency. In other words, the NPS is the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function and is computed as

NPS(fx, fy) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣DFT2D

[
Ii(x, y)− Īi

]∣∣2 ∆x∆y

NxNy
(2.1)

where fx and fy are the spatial frequencies in x and y direction (Fig. 4.1),
respectively. DFT2D is the 2D discrete Fourier transform, Ii(x, y) is the
signal in ith region of interest (ROI), and Īi is the mean of Ii(x, y). N is
the number of ROIs, and Nx and Ny are number of pixels, and ∆x and ∆y

are the pixel spacing in x and y direction, respectively.

The NPS is computed using a homogeneous cylindrical phantom (e.g.
water or plastic). The phantom is scanned and several ROIs are sampled
in a CT image. The Fourier transform is computed for each ROI and then
averaged over all the samples, and the mean 2D NPS is calculated. It is
also possible to collapse the 2D NPS to 1D by radially averaging the 2D
NPS [24]. CT images are taken when the water phantom is in the CT
bore alone and also when the NID is on top of the phantom to check the
CT-compatibility of the device. 1D NPS is used to compare the resulting
CT images.
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Needle steering

Three steering experiments are performed to prove the functionality of the
proposed device. The steering algorithm is based on the method proposed
by Abayazid et al. [25]. As discussed earlier, bevel-tipped needles naturally
bend when inserted into soft tissue. The direction of the arc depends on the
axial orientation of the needle. Dashed lines in Fig. 2.5 show examples of
possible needle paths. These lines form a conical space and define the area
which can be reached by the needle. The steering algorithm always keeps
the target in this reachable volume by rotating the needle when the target
approaches the boundaries of the conical space. This algorithm guarantees
the minimum number of needle rotations. This is an important factor due
to tissue damage, and subsequent patient trauma caused by other methods
such as duty-cycling [10]. The algorithm is represented in Fig. (2.5) and
extensively discussed in our previous work [25].

We have used three experimental cases to apply the above steering
method. The steering algorithm requires feedback of the needle tip pose,
and this is provided using CT images or the EM tracking system. These
three experimental cases show how feedback influences the targeting error.
In all the cases the needle is steered toward a virtual target positioned at
6mm, -2mm and 90mm in x, y and z direction, respectively, relative to
frame (Ψi). Please see Fig. 2.6 for the assigned reference frames. The
needle used in the experiments has a diameter of 0.55mm and has a bevel
angle of 30° at the tip. The insertion speed is 1mm/s. The phantoms are
made by embedding biological tissue (chicken breast) in gelatin in order to
fixate the biological tissue. These experimental parameters are the same
for all three cases.

Case 1: In the first case, the needle is steered in an open-loop man-
ner. Steering is performed using only the deflection model of the needle.
The control commands are computed based on the simulation using the
deflection model. There are uncertainties in the biological tissue properties
with respect to a homogeneous gelatin phantom for which the open loop
controller cannot compensate.

Case 2: In the second case, the needle is steered in a closed-loop manner.
Complete needle tip pose is computed on-line using EM tracker data and
the motor encoder. This data is fed back to the steering algorithm and the
result, which is the required amount of needle rotation, is provided to the
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Figure 2.5: Representative figure explaining the steering algorithm: The
needle naturally goes on a circular path when inserted in soft tissue. The
radius of this circle is called radius of curvature (rcur), and the center is on
the xt axis. The region the needle tip can reach is a conical shape. Dashed
lines show examples of possible needle paths. The frame (Ψt) is attached
to the needle tip, and the needle is inserted in the zt-direction. The control
circle with center (ccon) intersects the target and is perpendicular to the
zt-axis. The radius (rcon) is determined using (rcur) of the needle and the
distance (ptipztar ) between the tip and target along the zt-axis. The needle
rotates about its axis to align the tip orientation with the target if the
distance between ccon and target (dtar) is larger than or equal to rcon.
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Figure 2.6: The different coordinate systems required to compute the needle
tip pose. Fixed reference frame (Ψ0) is located at the center of the planar
field generator. Frame (Ψi) is at the insertion point on the phantom. Frame
(Ψt) is attached to the needle tip.

low-level controller. Due to high refresh rate of the needle tip position in
this case, it is possible to compensate for the errors in the system.

Case 3: In the last case, the needle is steered in an intermittently
closed loop manner. CT images are used as feedback, and therefore pose
data cannot be accessed in real-time. After every insertion of 20mm, a CT
image is taken from the phantom. The needle tip pose is then extracted
from CT images by applying a B-spline interpolation and finding the center
of the needle in each image slice [26]. The tip pose is then manually provided
to the steering algorithm and steering is done for the next 20mm. A final
scan is performed after reaching the target depth in order to determine the
targeting error.

2.3.3 Results

NPS is computed for the case that the water phantom is in the bore alone
and also when the NID is placed on top of the phantom. CT scan is
performed over the length of the phantom. The NPS is averaged over 10
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Figure 2.7: CT noise analysis: The noise power spectrum is computed for
a homogeneous cylindrical water phantom. Left: when the needle insertion
device is on top of phantom. Right: when only the phantom is in the CT
scanner. Green squares show 10 region of interests (ROI) that are used to
compute the noise power spectrum.

ROIs in a single image slice. As shown in Fig. 2.7, no distortion and/or
artifacts, due to the presence of the NID in the image plane, are introduced
to the images. 1D NPS is presented in Fig. 2.9 for both experiments. It
is shown that the presence of NID does not add a considerable amount of
noise to the image. The low frequency noise is almost the same in both
cases and high frequency noise is increased about 30%.

For the needle steering experiments, each experimental case is per-
formed 5 times. The results are presented in Table 4.1 based on targeting
error. The targeting error is the absolute distance between the target posi-
tion and final needle tip position (Fig. 2.8(a)). The experimental case 1 has
the largest targeting error. That is due to the fact that the model is based
on the assumption that the tissue is homogeneous. However, biological tis-
sue is inhomogeneous which causes changes in the bending radius during
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Figure 2.8: An example of experimental result for each experimental case:
(a) The absolute distance between the final needle tip position and target
position in x-y plane is the targeting error. The errors (e1, e2 and e3)
are 0.78mm, 2.30mm and 2.53mm, respectively (b) The needle is steered
towards a virtual target. The needle tip trajectory is demonstrated.

the insertion. These uncertainties can not be compensated for during the
open-loop steering. On the other hand, while using on-line feedback, the
steering is updated using the actual pose of the needle tip. This results
in minimal targeting accuracy. However, the uncertainties are still in the
system and cannot be completely compensated. In case 3, there is inter-
mittent feedback to the control loop. This intermittent feedback results
in better targeting accuracy than the open loop control, but the error is
higher with respect to case 2. An example of needle tip trajectory for each
experimental case is presented in Fig. 2.8(b).

Table 2.1: Targeting error: Case 1- open-loop control, case 2- closed-loop
control using electromagnetic tracker, case 3- closed-loop control using com-
puted tomography images.

Experimental case Targeting error (mm) Standard deviation (mm)

Case 1 2.86 1.14

Case 2 1.11 0.14

Case 3 1.94 0.63
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Figure 2.9: 1D (radial) noise power spectrum (NPS): The red curve depicts
the NPS when the needle insertion device (NID) is on top of phantom, while
the blue curve shows the NPS when the phantom is in the CT scanner alone.
HU is the Hounsfield Unit.

2.4 Discussion and future work

In this study, the design and control of a CT-compatible NID is presented.
The device is used to steer a bevel-tipped flexible needle towards a virtual
target in biological tissue. The NID has two degrees of freedom, which are
used to insert and rotate the needle. Bevel-tipped needles naturally bend
while being inserted in soft tissue. The steering algorithm uses this property
and the needle is controlled to reach the target through a combination of ro-
tations during the insertion. Three experimental cases (open-loop control,
closed-loop control using EM tracking system, closed-loop control using CT
images) are considered. The average targeting error is 2.86±1.14mm (case
1), 1.11±0.14mm (case 2) and 1.94±0.63mm (case 3). Open-loop control
results in the highest targeting error. This is due to uncertainties in the
experimental parameters. The most important source of uncertainty is the
radius of curvature. The radius of curvature is estimated for the biological
tissue before the experiments. However, this parameter not only depends
on environmental parameters (such as temperature), but also depends on
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the phantom location where the needle is inserted. Tissue layers in the
phantom can cause the needle to deflect in a different direction than ex-
pected. Since there is no feedback from the needle pose in the open-loop
case, the mentioned errors are not detected, and hence are not compen-
sated for by the control algorithm. On the other hand, closed-loop control
using EM tracking has the least amount of error. Due to the high refresh
rate and on-line feedback of the tip position to the control algorithm, it is
possible to compensate for the errors. In case 3, the pose of the needle tip is
computed 5 times during the complete insertion. This case is similar to the
current clinical procedure in which clinicians take several CT scans during
the procedure. Using this intermittent feedback, it is possible to close the
control loop and achieve better targeting accuracy than open-loop control.

In this study needle steering was performed in gelatin phantom with
biological tissue. In a real clinical lung biopsy procedure, there are also
other variables which may influence the targeting accuracy. Target motion
due to respiration, various tissue layers with different physical properties
and tissue inhomogeneity are amongst the most important parameters. As a
result, further improvements are required to bring the system to the clinical
practice. The NID can be extended to provide more degrees of freedom
around the puncture point. This helps us to modify the initial needle
insertion angle. An on-line path planner is also beneficial to avoid hitting
sensitive organs and bony structures [25]. The future work is focused on
experiments with moving real targets in biological tissue, which will result
in a system that can be used in clinical operations and more specifically
lung biopsies.
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Preface

In the previous chapter, a CT-compatible needle insertion device was pre-
sented. The device had two actuated degrees-of-freedom, which could be
used to insert and rotate a flexible needle in order to steer it towards a tar-
get. Several experiments in gelatine and biological tissue were performed.
These experimental results suggest that real-time feedback of needle’s tip
pose can result in better targeting accuracy. Therefore, in this chapter, a
data-fusion scheme based on unscented Kalman filter is developed, which
fuses fibre Bragg grating sensor data with ultrasound images. A novel im-
ages processing algorithm is also developed in order to track the needle in
biological tissue in ultrasound images. Feasibility of using an actuated-tip
needle for clinical procedures is also studied. Next chapter shows the usage
of developed filter to fuse intermittent CT images with real-time electro-
magnetic tracking data. Furthermore, an extension to the needle insertion
setup will be discussed which enables new steering capabilities to the sys-
tem.



3.1 Introduction

Abstract

Needle insertion procedures are commonly performed in current clinical
practice for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Although prevailing tech-
nology allows accurate localization of lesions, they cannot yet be precisely
targeted. Needle steering is a promising technique to overcome this chal-
lenge. In this paper, we describe the development of a novel steering system
for an actuated-tip flexible needle. Strain measurements from an array of
Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors are used for online reconstruction of
the needle shape in 3D-space. FBG-sensor data is then fused with ultra-
sound images obtained from a clinically-approved Automated Breast Vol-
ume Scanner (ABVS) using an unscented Kalman filter. A new ultrasound-
based tracking algorithm is developed for the robust tracking of the needle
in biological tissue. Two experimental cases are presented to evaluate the
proposed steering system. In the first case, the needle shape is recon-
structed using the tracked tip position in ultrasound images and FBG-
sensor measurements, separately. The reconstructed shape is then com-
pared with the actual 3D needle shape obtained from the ABVS. In the
second case, two steering experiments are performed to evaluate the overall
system by fusing the FBG-sensor data and ultrasound images. Average
targeting errors are 1.29±0.41 mm and 1.42±0.72 mm in gelatin phantom
and biological tissue, respectively.

3.1 Introduction

Percutaneous needle insertion is a common minimally invasive surgical pro-
cedure. Needle interventions are used for both diagnostic and therapeutic
purposes such as biopsy and ablation, respectively. Clinicians use var-
ious imaging modalities, such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound to reach the target accurately.
Current imaging technology can provide accurate localization of lesions.
However, precise targeting of the lesions by manual insertion of rigid nee-
dles is both difficult and time-consuming [1]. The clinicians’ experience
and lesion location are two factors which affect the targeting accuracy, and
therefore influence the number of attempts for a successful insertion. Rigid
needles have only limited steering capabilities, and it is difficult to compen-
sate for targeting errors during insertion. Flexible needles have the benefit
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that they can travel on a non-straight path which provides more control
over the needle trajectory with respect to rigid needles.

3.1.1 Related work

Needle steering

Various flexible needle designs have been developed for steering, and those
can be divided into two categories: Passive and active. Passive needles have
a pre-defined shape, and steering is achieved by controlling the base motion
of the needle. Needles with symmetric, beveled and pre-bend/curved tips
are passive needles that have been used in many studies [2–4]. Active
needles can change their shape, either at the tip or along the entire length.
Examples of active needles are concentric tubes [5,6], pre-curved stylet [7],
programmable bevel [8] and tendon-actuated tip [9, 10] needles. Passive
needles need to be rotated along their longitudinal axis in order to control
their path through the soft tissue. The rotation of the needle may cause
tissue damage [11]. On the other hand, active needles can be steered in
any direction without rotating the needle along its longitudinal axis. In
our previous work, we presented a novel actuated-tip needle and developed
a model and a controller to steer the needle [9]. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
sensors were used to reconstruct the needle shape. FBG-sensor data were
then used to close the control loop. The overall system was used to steer
towards virtual targets in gelatin phantoms.

Preliminary studies have demonstrated that steering is challenging in
biological tissue, because the tissue is heterogeneous and the needle deflec-
tion varies in different parts of the tissue [12]. In this work, we are moving
our research towards more clinically-relevant conditions. We are using bio-
logical tissue (chicken breast) as our test medium and ultrasound images
are combined with FBG measurements to track the needle in 3D and steer
it towards a real target.

Needle tracking

Ultrasound is a safe and easily accessible imaging modality which is com-
monly used for various clinical interventions such as breast and prostate
biopsy [13, 14]. Previous studies have used 2D ultrasound images to insert
the needle within the 2D plane of the ultrasound transducer [2, 15]. Ne-
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shat and Patel developed a system to track a curved needle in 3D space
by rotating a 2D ultrasound transducer about its axis [16]. However, the
tracking was tested only in an agar. Chatelain et al. proposed a method to
detect the needle using 3D ultrasound images [17]. The method is limited
to rigid needles and has not been tested in biological tissue. Pourtahe-
rian et al. developed a tracking method which locally searches for the axis
that appears more bright following a Gradient Descent strategy [18]. This
method was evaluated using 3D ultrasound images, however, it is applica-
ble only for rigid needles. Most studies use soft-tissue simulants made from
homogeneous gelatin phantoms, in which the needle can be easily located
from the ultrasound images. Vrooijink et al. attached an ultrasound trans-
ducer to a Cartesian robot [12, 19]. They combined 2D ultrasound images
with transducer position feedback to track the needle in 3D, both in gelatin
phantoms and in biological tissue. It was shown that needle detection and
tracking in biological tissue is more challenging than in gelatin phantoms.
Anatomical structures can be easily detected as the needle tip, or they may
even completely mask the needle tip in the ultrasound image (Fig. 3.1(a)).
Therefore, new techniques are needed in order to locate the needle robustly
in biological tissue.

Several studies have used FBG sensors to determine deflected needle
shapes during insertion into soft tissues [20, 21]. Accurate reconstruction
of needle shape has been demonstrated using this method. However, addi-
tional imaging modalities are required in order to relate the position of the
deflected needle shape with respect to a target in the soft tissue. There-
fore, it is necessary to fuse the FBG-sensor data with an additional imaging
data. We have proposed a new tracking algorithm that uses fused ultra-
sound images and FBG-sensor data to locate the needle tip. This method
enables robust tracking of the needle tip in biological tissue.

3.1.2 Contributions

This paper presents a novel system to track and steer a flexible actuated-tip
needle in biological tissue towards a real target. The reconstructed needle
shape from FBG measurements is fused with the tracked needle tip posi-
tion from ultrasound images using an unscented Kalman filter. A novel
image processing algorithm, along with previously mentioned data fusion,
enables robust tracking of the needle in biological tissue in the presence of
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Figure 3.1: A flexible actuated-tip needle is steered in biological tissue
(chicken breast) towards a real target. Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors
are used to reconstruct the needle shape. The needle tip is tracked using an
ultrasound transducer. The tip position from ultrasound images is fused
with FBG-sensor data using an unscented Kalman filter. The estimated
tip position is provided to the steering algorithm as feedback. (a) The
actuated-tip needle (b) An ultrasound image showing the needle radial
cross-section and biological structures.
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anatomical structures. A clinically-approved automated ultrasound trans-
ducer (Automated Breast Volume Scanner (ABVS)) is used to validate the
proposed tracking and steering algorithms. The ABVS is also used pre-
operatively to register the target location in the needle tip frame, which
enables steering towards a real target. The combination of a clinically-
approved imaging device and an advanced needle steering system is a step
towards bringing robotic needle steering into clinical practice.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the method
developed for needle tracking and steering. The experimental setup, plan
and results are presented in section III. Finally, in section IV, we conclude
our work and suggest directions for future work.

3.2 Methods

This section presents the technique developed for real-time tracking and
steering of an actuated-tip needle. Ultrasound images are fused with FBG-
sensor data to provide needle tip pose as feedback to the steering algorithm.

3.2.1 Shape sensing using Fiber Bragg Grating sensors

FBG sensors are optical strain gauges. The change in the reflected Bragg
wavelength is related to the mechanical strain applied to the fiber [22].
FBG sensors can measure the bending strain of the needle when positioned
along the longitudinal axis of the needle. The magnitude and the direc-
tion of the bending curvature are determined using strain measurements
from three co-located FBG sensors. Interpolation of the discrete curvature
values is performed in order to approximate the curvature along the entire
needle shaft. Finally, needle shape is reconstructed by integrating the cur-
vature twice. For further details regarding shape reconstruction, we refer
the reader to our previous study [20]. Steering of an actuated-tip needle
using the reconstructed shape from FBG sensors towards virtual targets
was performed in previous work [9, 10]. In this work, the reconstructed
shape from FBG measurements is combined with ultrasound-based needle
tracking to enable steering towards real targets.
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3.2.2 Ultrasound-based needle tracking

This section presents the technique developed to detect and track a flexible
needle in ultrasound images. The ultrasound transducer is placed perpen-
dicularly to the needle insertion direction. Therefore, the images show a
2D radial cross-sectional view of the needle, which is circular (Fig. 3.2(a)).
However, due to the reverberation artifact, a tail-shaped structure appears
in the images [23]. The needle can be masked while it passes through
certain parts of biological tissues, and biological structures can be incor-
rectly identified as the needle. An image processing algorithm (Fig. 3.2)
along with an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is used to overcome these
problems.

The image processing is divided into pre-processing and post-processing
phases. The pre-processing includes several basic image processing tech-
niques (Fig. 3.2(b)-(d)). First, the region-of-interest (ROI) is selected,
based on the estimated needle tip position. This is followed by Gaussian
filtering of the ROI. A 2D Gaussian matched filter is then applied, and
the image is converted into a binary image by thresholding. The Gaussian
filter parameters and the threshold value are evaluated using pre-operative
trials. Erosion and dilation are used after that to eliminate speckles. The
output of pre-processing is an enhanced and speckle-free binary version of
original ROI.

The post-processing phase includes contour tracing, shape matching
and tip localization (Fig. 3.2(e)-(g)). The contours of the objects in the
ROI are traced using the OpenCV library [24]. The contours are then
interpolated to 32 equally spaced points. Fourier descriptors are used to
compare the shape of detected objects with a sample of the needle shape.
The contour can be represented in a complex continuous form (z ∈ C32×1)
of:

z(s) = x(s) + jy(s), (3.1)

where s is the arc length and j is the imaginary unit. x and y are contour
points in pixels. The Fourier descriptors (Z ∈ C32×1) are defined as:

Zk =
1

P

∫ P

s=0
z(s)exp

(
−2πjks

P

)
ds (k = 0, . . . , 31), (3.2)

where P is the perimeter of the contour. The Fourier descriptors are then
normalized for position, size and starting point. The Fourier descriptors
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are computed for each of the interpolated boundaries. The normalized
Fourier descriptors for a sampled needle shape are also computed before
the experiment. The object with the most similar Fourier descriptor to
the sampled shape is considered to be the needle. To localize the needle
tip, we assume that the needle’s cross-section image is symmetric. The
needle tip is placed at the center of the shape horizontally and it is located
at a distance equal to the radius of the needle from the top of the shape
(Fig. 3.2(g)).
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3.2.3 Actuated-tip needle: Modeling and steering

The actuated tip needle consists of a conical tip, mounted on a ball joint [9,
10]. A set of four tendons are routed through the shaft of the needle and
are attached to the conical tip, which enables changing of the actuated-
tip orientation. Actuated-tip orientation is defined by two angles: The
steering direction of the needle is defined by an angle (ϕ), while the steering
angle (φ) determines the extent of needle bending (Fig. 3.3(a)).

Webster et al. developed a model based on the non-holonomic kine-
matics of a bicycle for flexible needles with a bevel tip [3]. A fixed steering
constraint is used, which results in a needle path with a constant radius.
The model is based on the bicycle model, but has been adapted in order
to describe 3D motion for a needle with an actuated-tip (Fig. 3.3). The
position and orientation of the needle tip (pt ∈ R3×1) are represented in
the rear frame (Ψr). The orientation of the front frame (Ψf ) is defined by
the actuated-tip orientation. The front frame has an offset (l) from the
rear frame, along the z-axis of the rear frame, such that the radius of the
needle path is given by:

rr = l/ tan(φ), (3.3)

where φ is the steering angle of the actuated tip. The tissue surrounding
the needle prevents sideways motion of the needle, resulting in four Pfaffian
constraints for the model (velocities of the rear frame and front frame in
the x-direction and y-direction are zero). Applying these constraints and
choosing the rear frame velocity as the needle insertion velocity (v) results
in the following kinematic model [9]:

q̇ =



cos(β) sin(α)
sin(β)

cos(α) cos(β)
cos(ϕ) tan(φ)

l cosβ
tan(φ) sin(ϕ)

l
0
0


v +



0
0
0
0
0
1
0


ϕ̇+



0
0
0
0
0
0
1


φ̇, (3.4)

where α and β denote the orientation of the rear frame (Ψr) with respect
to the global y-axis and x-axis (frame (Ψ0)), respectively.

To steer the needle tip towards a target, the orientation of the actuated
tip (i.e., ϕ and φ) needs to be calculated during insertion. Given the orien-
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tation of the needle at the tip (i.e., α and β) and the target position, the
actuated-tip orientation can be calculated using trigonometry [9]. For this
calculation, we assume the needle tip follows a circular path towards the
target, as described by the model.

3.2.4 Data fusion using unscented Kalman filter

We have used UKF to fuse ultrasound and FBG noisy measurements, and to
estimate the needle tip pose in 3D. UKF is a powerful tool for multi-sensor
data fusion [25]. The state estimation is based on the process model, mea-
surement model and measurements, similat to a standard Kalman filter.
However, unlike the extended Kalman filter and other Taylor series-based
approximation, Jacobian and Hessian matrices are not needed for the un-
scented transformation [26]. The UKF uses the unscented transformation
for nonlinear sampling and propagation of state variables and nonlinear
measurements.

The state vector of the actuated-tip needle is given by:

q =
[
p0r,x p0r,y p0r,z α β ϕ φ

]T ∈ R7×1, (3.5)

where p0r = [p0r,x p
0
r,y p

0
r,z]

T ∈ R3×1 is the position of the rear frame (Ψr)
represented in the global frame (Ψ0). The process model is defined as:

qk = f(qk−1,uk) +wk, (3.6)

where uk is the vector of input velocities v, ϕ̇ and φ̇. The function f :
R10×1 → R7×1 is based on eq. (3.4), and wk ∈ R7×1 is the process noise
vector. The subscript k denotes the discrete time (i.e., qk = q(tk)). The
measurement model:

zk = h(qk) + vk, (3.7)

relates the current estimate of state with the measurement variable (zk ∈
R9×1) through measurement function h : R7×1 → R9×1. The measurement
noise (vk ∈ R9×1) is assumed to be white Gaussian whose covariance de-
pends on measurement accuracy. Ultrasound measures the tip position in
the xy-plane with respect to the global frame (Ψ0). FBG sensors are used
to estimate the complete state vector of the needle (q) by reconstructing
the shape. zk is the augmented vector of both measurements. UKF fuses
all measurements to estimate the states of the system.
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Figure 3.3: The experimental setup consists of a flexible needle which is
mounted on a linear stage to enable insertion into biological tissue (chicken
breast). (a) The flexible needle has an actuated-tip, consisting of a conical
tip mounted on a ball joint. Actuated-tip orientation is defined by the
steering direction angle (ϕ), and the steering angle (φ). The tip is actuated
by four tendons, which run through the outer sheath and are held in place
by heat shrink. The stylet is made of a Nitinol wire (diameter 1 mm), in
which three optical fibers are integrated in grooves. (b) An Automated
Breast Volume Scanner (ABVS) is used to track the needle tip during
insertion using ultrasound images.

3.3 Experiments

This section describes the experiments conducted. The proposed tracking,
data fusion and steering algorithms are evaluated through experiments in
both gelatin phantoms and biological tissue.
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3.3 Experiments

3.3.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup which is used to validate the proposed algorithm
is shown in Fig. 3.3. The actuated-tip needle is controlled through four
steering tendons working in complementary pairs. The tendons are con-
trolled by four Maxon ECmax 22 motors (Maxon Motor Ag., Sachseln,
Switzerland). The needle consists of a Poly-Ether Ether Ketone (PEEK)
plastic cannula (IDEX Health & Science, Oak Harbor, USA), with a diam-
eter of 2 mm. Within the cannula, there is a nitinol stylet with a diameter
of 1 mm. Three optical fibers are integrated in the wire, each having an
array of four FBG sensors. The needle is attached to a linear stage which
controls the needle insertion.

The ultrasound system is a Siemens Acuson S2000 (Siemens AG, Erlan-
gen, Germany). The transducer is an Automated Breast Volume Scanner
(ABVS) which is used for breast diagnosis. The transducer works at a fre-
quency of 14 MHz and the resolution is 0.21 mm and 0.26 mm in the axial
and sagittal planes, respectively. The ultrasound images are transmitted
to the computer in real-time via a frame grabber at a rate of 11 Hz, which
is the maximum frame rate allowed by the ABVS.

The ABVS scans the phantom at a constant speed of 1.55 mm/s. The
needle insertion speed is synchronized with the ABVS speed to keep the
needle tip within the ultrasound plane. This is achieved by defining two
different insertion speeds. The needle is inserted at a speed of 1.4 mm/s if
the needle is ahead of the transducer, and is therefore visible in ultrasound
images. It is inserted at a speed of 1.7 mm/s if the needle is not visible in
ultrasound images. This ensures that the needle tip is being tracked, not the
needle shaft. The position of the transducer, and therefore the needle tip,
is computed using linear stage motor encoder values. The needle velocity
out of ultrasound plane is considered and compensated in the controller.

Gelatin phantoms and biological tissues are used in the experiments.
The gelatin phantom is made by mixing 14.9% (by-weight) porcine gelatin
powder (Dr. Oetker, Ede, The Netherlands) with 85.1% water. This mix-
ture results in a phantom with a Young’s modulus of 35 kPa, which is the
elasticity of a normal woman’s breast [27]. Biological tissue (chicken breast)
is embedded in gelatin phantom to fixate it during experiments. Targets
are made using 2% (by-weight) agar powder (VWR International BVBA,
Leuven, Belgium) mixed with 98% water.
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3.3.2 Experimental plan

Two experimental cases are used to evaluate the proposed tracking and
steering algorithms (Section 6.2). The experimental plan is described be-
low.

Case I: The first experimental case is used to evaluate the accuracy of
the proposed ultrasound-based tracking method. The needle shape is re-
constructed using the real-time needle tip tracking data, and FBG-sensor
measurements separately. The reconstructed shape is compared with the
3D volume output from the ABVS obtained from the same scan. Two sets
of experiments are performed for this experimental case. Needle insertions
in gelatin phantoms are performed along a straight path (Case I.A) and a
curved path (Case I.B). The needle is inserted for 70 mm in both experi-
ments. The steering angle (φ) is fixed at 0◦ and 15◦ for Case I.A and Case
I.B, respectively.

Case II: In the second experimental case, the needle is steered towards
a real target using the control scheme shown in Fig. 3.4. A pre-operative
scan is performed by the ABVS to calculate the relative position of the
target with respect to the global frame (Ψ0). The needle tip position from
ultrasound images and FBG-based reconstruction are fused to estimate the
needle tip pose, which is used as feedback in the steering algorithm. Needle
steering is performed in both gelatin phantoms (Case II.A) and biological
tissue (Case II.B).

3.3.3 Results

The experimental Case I is evaluated by averaging the absolute distance
between the reconstructed needle shape and the ABVS 3D volume (ground
truth). ABVS data is manually segmented to reconstruct the needle shape.
Each experiment was repeated 5 times, and the results are presented in Ta-
ble 4.1. Experimental results show that a sub-millimeter tracking accuracy
is obtained. The contact between the ultrasound transducer and the tissue
causes deformations in the tissue, and thus the needle. Such deformations
result in errors in calibration and reconstruction of FBG sensors. However,
the results are improved by minimizing the contact force between the ul-
trasound transducer and the tissue. A representative reconstructed needle
shape is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Case II is evaluated by the targeting error, which is calculated as the
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absolute distance between the target position and needle tip position. The
average insertion depths are 102.1 mm and 100.8 mm for Case II.A and
Case II.B, respectively. The targets are spheres with diameters ranging
from 3 mm to 8 mm. The needle is steered towards the center of the
targets. The steering parameters (such as front frame offset (l) and max-
imum tip velocity) are identical in Case II.A and Case II.B. The mean
targeting errors are 1.29±0.41 mm and 1.42±0.72 mm for Case II.A and
Case II.B, respectively. The results show that the targeting error increases
when steering in biological tissue due to its inhomogeneity. The needle
path is shown in Fig. 3.6 for the two steering experiments. The biologi-
cal tissue experiments show that the needle tracking is able to distinguish
between the needle and biological tissue structures. In a total of five ex-
periments, the needle was masked seven times, and the tracker was able to
detect the needle in all cases using the fused data. The accompanying video
demonstrates an example of experimental Case II.A-B and the results of
the steering experiments.

3.4 Discussion and future work

This paper has presented a novel system to steer a flexible actuated-tip
needle by fusing FBG-sensor data and ultrasound images. The needle is
equipped with 12 FBG sensors, which are used to reconstruct the needle
shape. The needle tip is tracked by a clinically-approved automated ultra-
sound transducer during insertion. The tip position measurements using
FBG sensors and ultrasound images are fused using an unscented Kalman
filter. Adding an imaging system to FBG-based reconstruction is crucial to
register the target position with respect to the global frame. The imaging
system is also used to evaluate the targeting accuracy. On the other hand,
FBG-sensor data help to track the needle tip when the needle is masked
by anatomical structures in ultrasound images. The proposed method is
evaluated by two experimental cases. The first experimental case focuses
on evaluating the accuracy of our proposed tracking algorithm. The needle
is steered towards real targets in gelatin phantoms and biological tissue in
the second experimental case.
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Figure 3.5: Results of a representative experiment for Case I.A (straight
path, φ = 0) and Case I.B (curved path, φ = 15): The needle is inserted
into a gelatin phantom with a steering angle φ. Automated Breast Vol-
ume Scanner (ABVS) data is considered as the ground truth. Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBG) sensor data and our proposed ultrasound tracking data are
compared with the ground truth. The error is calculated as the average
absolute distance between the reconstructed needle shape and ABVS data.
The global frame (Ψ0) is defined at the initial needle position.

3.4.1 Conclusions

The first experimental case validates the accuracy of the proposed ultrasound-
based tracking. The results for Case I.B show that the ultrasound-based
reconstruction error (0.48 ± 0.11 mm) is less than FBG-based reconstruc-
tion (1.62 ± 0.32 mm). The second experimental case (steering exper-
iment) shows that the targeting accuracy is higher in gelatin phantoms
(1.29±0.41 mm) than in biological tissue (1.42±0.72 mm). This is due to
the fact that the tissue is homogeneous and the needle kinematic model can
predict the behavior of the needle more accurately than it can in biological
tissue. The needle was masked 7 times in biological tissue experiments, and
the ultrasound-based tracking was able to detect the needle in successive
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images in all cases by using the fused data.

3.4.2 Future work

Although the current study has addressed some of the challenges in the
needle steering domain, we believe the results can be further improved in
future work. Pre-operative path planning can help in defining the suit-
able insertion position and initial pose of the needle. Further, the needle
kinematic model should be modified in order to take into account inhomo-
geneous tissue and to update particular system parameters such as front
wheel offset.
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Table 3.1: Comparison between ultrasound and Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
data: Mean of the absolute distance between the needle reconstructed shape
and automated breast volume scanner (ABVS) data: Case I.A-Straight
path, Case I.B-Curved path.

Experimental
case

Ultrasound
tracking

FBG sensor

Case I.A
0.40±

0.19 mm
1.09±

0.24 mm

Case I.B
0.48±

0.11 mm
1.62±

0.32 mm
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Preface

Chapter 2 presented a novel CT-compatible needle insertion device with
two degrees-of-freedom, which could insert and rotate a needle. Further-
more, an unscented Kalman filter was discussed, which could be used to
fuse tracking data from two or more sources. In this chapter further de-
velopments of this robotic setup is discussed. A remote-center-of-motion
mechanism is developed, which adds two extra degrees-of-freedom to the
robot. This enables rotations of the needle around the insertion point, and
allow development of new steering algorithms. Furthermore, the unscented
Kalman filter which was used to fuse fibre Bragg grating sensor data with
ultrasound images is modified and adopted here to be used for fusing inter-
mittent CT images and real-time electromagnetic tracking data. Therefore,
the targeting accuracy can increase with respect to the case in which only
intermittent CT images were used. In the following chapter, biological
motions, which are present in a clinical situations, are considered. A mo-
tion profile similar to the liver movement during breathing is applied to a
phantom, and a methods to compensate for it is discussed.



4.1 Introduction

Abstract

Lung cancer is the most common cause of cancer-related death, and early
detection can reduce the mortality rate. Patients with lung nodules greater
than 10mm usually undergo a computed tomography (CT)-guided biopsy.
However, aligning the needle with the target is difficult and the needle tends
to deflect from a straight path. In this work, we present a CT-compatible
robotic system, which can both position the needle at the puncture point
and also insert and rotate the needle. The robot has a remote-center-of-
motion arm which is achieved through a parallel mechanism. A new needle
steering scheme is also developed where CT images are fused with electro-
magnetic (EM) sensor data using an unscented Kalman filter. The data
fusion allows us to steer the needle using the real-time EM tracker data.
The robot design and the steering scheme are validated using three ex-
perimental cases. Experimental Case I and II evaluate the accuracy and
CT-compatibility of the robot arm, respectively. In experimental Case III,
the needle is steered towards 5 real targets embedded in an anthropomor-
phic gelatin phantom of the thorax. The mean targeting error for the 5
experiments is 1.78±0.70mm. The proposed robotic system is shown to
be CT-compatible with low targeting error. Small nodule size and large
needle diameter are two risk factors that can lead to complications in lung
biopsy. Our results suggest that nodules larger than 5mm in diameter can
be targeted using our method which may result in lower complication rate.

4.1 Introduction

In the United States and Europe lung cancer screening with low dose com-
puted tomography (CT) is recommended for people at high risk or within
clinical trial settings [1,2]. The introduction of lung cancer screening results
in an increase of detected nodules. The nodules greater than 10mm, and
small fast-growing nodules would be eligible for clinical work-up, which is
often performed with CT-guided lung biopsy. During this procedure the
CT system is used to locate the lung nodule and the needle is advanced into
the subcutaneous tissue of the chest wall incrementally, and a CT scan is
acquired after every needle manipulation. The needle is advanced through
the pleura, when it is properly aligned with the nodule. This can either be
performed by core needle biopsy (CNB) or by fine needle aspiration (FNA).
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In CNB a core is cut through the nodule for pathological analysis, while
in FNA a smaller needle is used to aspirate cell clusters of the nodule, for
cytological analysis. CNB is often reported to result in a higher diagnostic
performance, but FNA has a lower complication rate [3, 4].

The consequential increase of pleural punctures increases the chance
of complications such as pneumothorax and pulmonary hemorrhage [5–7].
Furthermore, the nodule moves due to respiration, which can result in
inaccurate biopsy. Therefore, breathing instructions are given to the patient
prior to the procedure to minimize the movement. The patient is asked to
hold breath in a consistent fashion if the nodule is close to the diaphragm [8].

Flexible FNA needles tend to deflect from their initial path because of
their asymmetric tip. This can be used to correct the initial orientation of
approach during the insertion of the needle by rotating the needle. This
will not only decrease the amount of needle manipulations, but also create
the ability to target even small lung nodules.

4.1.1 Related work

Different types of needles and robotic setups have been developed to guide
the needle towards the targeted lesion. Below we discuss some of these
designs, and subsequently present our new design and steering scheme.

Needle steering

Flexible needles can be steered in the body in order to target the lesions
accurately. There exist various needle designs such as bevel-tipped (Fig.
4.1, 6O), pre-bent/curved tip [9, 10], concentric tubes [11, 12], pre-curved
stylet [13], programmable bevel [14], tendon-actuated tip [15, 16] and ac-
tive needles [17, 18]. Different imaging modalities, such as ultrasound [19],
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [20] and CT [21], have been used as
feedback to control these needles.

Bevel-tipped needles have a simple design and cause minimal tissue
damage in comparison with the other needles mentioned above. Bevel-
tipped needles deflect naturally while inserted into the body due to the
forces exerted to the asymmetric tip [22]. This can be used to control
the trajectory of the needle, and plan a feasible safe path to the target.
Abayazid et al. developed a three-dimensional (3D) steering algorithm
which minimizes the number of rotations, and therefore the tissue damage
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[10]. The algorithm rotates the needle towards the target when the target
approaches the boundaries of the reachable volume.

Needle positioning and needle steering devices

Various robotic setups have been developed over the past two decades for
positioning and steering needles. The majority of these robots are posi-
tioning devices, meaning that a needle holder is positioned automatically
with respect to the target such as in Neorad Simplify (Neorad, Oslo, Nor-
way) and Apriomed SeeStar (Apriomed, Uppsala, Sweden). Maurin et al.
developed a 5 degree of freedom (DOF) CT-compatible patient-mounted
positioning platform [23, 24], and Loser et al. utilized a lockable table-
mounted arm which used a parallel remote center of motion mechanism for
needle positioning [25]. Stoianovici et al. developed a table-mounted robot
(AcuBot) which had actuated translation as well as an actuated remote
center of motion through an parallelogram mechanism [26]. A different ap-
proach was done by Tovar-Arriaga et al. where they applied a conventional
robot arm on a mobile platform for the task of needle positioning [27]. In
all the cases above, the needle insertion was done manually by the clinicians
and only rigid needles were considered.

There are also several designs in which the needle insertion is also
executed automatically. Seitel et al. developed a patient-mounted sys-
tem (ROBOPSY) which consists of an actuated rotatable arch and a car-
riage [28]. The robot could only hold and insert a rigid needle, which is
not suitable for needle steering applications. Kratchman et al. also de-
veloped an actuated arch-based robot to steer a flexible tendon-actuated
needle [29]. However, the device was mounted on a passive arm and it is
not suitable to be placed in the CT-bore.

The limitation of the aforementioned devices is that none of them is
suitable for needle steering. Automatic insertions are done using rigid nee-
dles or with large complex devices that are often placed outside the CT-
gantry. Furthermore, CT scanners cannot provide real-time images of the
patient. Therefore, fusion of real-time needle tracking methods, such as
electromagnetic (EM) tracker and ultrasound, to CT images are beneficial.
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Multi-sensor Data fusion

Data fusion has application in many fields and it is used to combine several
sources of measurements to decrease the uncertainty of the resulting infor-
mation. Data fusion is used in minimally invasive surgical interventions for
several imaging modalities and sensors. Ren et. al developed a tracking
system that fuses EM and inertial sensors in order to track the position and
orientation of surgical instruments in the body [30]. An unscented Kalman
filter was used by Lang et. al to fuse EM tracker data with 2D ultrasound
images to produce a smooth and accurate 3D reconstruction [31]. Appel-
baum et. al developed a system for biopsy of small lesions in which EM
tracker data, CT and ultrasound images were fused [32]. A visual feedback
was provided to the clinician and the insertion was done manually based
on that. Accurate needle steering requires real-time feedback of the needle
tip pose, which is a limiting factor in CT-guided interventions. We have
proposed fusion of EM tracking data with CT images in order to address
this limitation by using the real-time EM tracking data to steer the needle.

4.1.2 Contributions

In this work, we have proposed and fabricated a novel CT-compatible robot
capable of steering a bevel-tipped needle, while the needle pose can be
controlled at the insertion point. The robot consists of a needle insertion
device (NID) and a parallel remote center of motion (RCM) robot arm.
The robot is CT-compatible and mainly made of non-metallic materials to
minimize the image artifacts. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
CT-compatible setup which is capable of both positioning and steering a
needle. We discussed the design of the NID in previous work [33]. In
this paper we present the design of the RCM robot arm, and evaluate
the overall system. This new design allow us to steer a flexible needle in
a clinically relevant scheme and to study the effect of base-manipulation
on steering of bevel-tipped needles. In addition, a data fusion scheme is
developed in order to fuse CT images with EM tracking data using an
unscented Kalman filter. This scheme benefits from using real-time data
of EM tracker for steering, while intermittent CT images can correct EM
tracking measurement imperfections.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the robot’s design
and the developed steering scheme. The experimental setup, plan and
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results are presented in section III. Finally, in section IV, we conclude our
work and suggest directions for future work.

4.2 Methods

This section presents the design of a CT-compatible robot, and the regis-
tration in CT scanner and EM tracker reference frames. CT images are
fused with EM-tracker data to provide needle tip pose as feedback to the
steering algorithm.

4.2.1 Design

We have developed a CT-compatible robot for needle steering application,
which can both position and insert a needle. The robot consists of a needle
insertion device (NID) and a robotic arm (Fig. 4.2). We discussed the
design and evaluation of the NID in previous work [33]. Here, we present
the design of a CT-compatible, 2 degree-of-freedom and remote-center-of-
motion (RCM) robotic arm. The NID is attached to the robotic arm as an
end-effector. The robot is designed to be used in a CT scanner. Current
CT scanners (such as Siemens Somatom Sensation 64 (Siemens AG,Munich,
Germany) and Brilliance CT (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands))
have a gantry opening of about 820mm. There is approximately 300mm
free space around the abdomen to place the device while a patient is inside
the bore.

The arm can rotate the NID around the insertion point, which is the
RCM point. This is achieved through a parallel RCM mechanism for the
first degree of freedom and a rotating plane for the second degree of freedom.
The hinge is mounted at an angle so that the RCM be located exactly on
the phantom surface or patient’s skin . The range of motion for the forward
and backward motion is 50◦ and 35◦, respectively, and 100◦ for sideways
motion (Fig. 4.2).

The arm is actuated by two Faulhaber 2232U012SR brushed-DC motors
(Faulhaber Group, Schnaich, Germany) equipped with a 22E planetary
gearbox with a reduction ratio of 28:1 and an IE2-16 two-channel 16 lines
per revolution incremental encoder. Each motor drives a worm gear which
in turn actuates a worm wheel that is directly attached to their respective
hinge. The worm gear/wheel pair are of module 0.5mm with a lead angle
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of 2.23 degrees and have a reduction ratio of 50:1. The arm can only be
actuated through the worm gear, thus the worm gear/wheel pair acts as
a brake when the motors are turned-off. The motors have rated speed of
196 rotations per minute (RPM), and therefore the end-effector speed is
rated at 3.9 RPM (23.4 degrees/s). The total gear reduction ratio is 1400:1
resulting in a total resolution of 22400 lines per revolution or 0.016 degrees.

A Raspberry Pi 2 B (Raspberry Pi foundation, Caldecote, United King-
dom) combined with a Gertbot motor controller board (Fen logic limited,
Cambridge, United Kingdom) is used to control the robot. The controller
uses pulse-width-modulation (PWM) to set the motor speed, and the PWM
is calculated using a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller.

4.2.2 Registration

The robot is registered to the CT scanner reference frame using 8 fiducials,
which are placed at specific positions on the robot (Fig 4.2). The fiducials
are 5mm spheres made of Aluminium oxide. The locations of the fiducials
are extracted from the CT images using image processing techniques. The
absolute rotation and translation of the robot is calculated using a least-
squares error method by matching the actual fiducials positions with the
CAD model [34]. The needle pose is also measured using the EM tracker,
and the measurements are used to register the EM tracker in CT scanner
reference frame.

4.2.3 Computed Tomography - Electromagnetic data fusion

The EM tracker provides real-time pose of the needle tip, which is advan-
tageous for accurate needle steering. On the other hand, CT images are
needed to, first, detect and register the target in the reference frame, and
then, to check the actual needle tip during the insertion. Therefore, the
needle pose is extracted from the CT images, and the EM tracking data is
then fused with the CT data using an unscented Kalman filter (UKF).

UKF is a powerful tool for multi-sensor data fusion [35]. The state es-
timation is based on the process model, measurement model and measure-
ments, similar to a standard Kalman filter. However, unlike the extended
Kalman filter and other Taylor series-based approximation, Jacobian and
Hessian matrices are not needed for the unscented transformation [36]. The
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UKF uses the unscented transformation for nonlinear sampling and prop-
agation of state variables and nonlinear measurements.

The state vector of the tip of the needle is given by

q =
[
p0t,x p0t,y p0t,z α β γ

]T ∈ R6×1, (4.1)

where p0t = [p0t,x p
0
t,y p

0
t,z]

T ∈ R3×1 is the position of the tip frame (Ψt)
represented in the CT scanner frame (Ψct). The process model is defined
as follows:

qk = f(qk−1, uk) +wk, (4.2)

where uk ∈ R2×1 is the needle insertion and rotation velocity. The function
f : R7×1 → R6×1 is based on bevel-tipped needle model, and wk ∈ R6×1 is
the process noise vector. The subscript k denotes the discrete time (i.e.,
qk = q(tk)). The measurement model is as follows:

zk = h(qk) + vk, (4.3)

where the current estimate of state is related to the measurement vari-
able (zk ∈ R12×1) through measurement function h : R6×1 → R12×1. The
measurement noise (vk ∈ R12×1) is assumed to be white Gaussian whose
covariance depends on measurement accuracy. EM tracker and CT im-
ages provide us with the complete pose of the needle in 3D, and zk is
the augmented vector of both measurements. UKF fuses all measurements
to estimate the states of the system (Eq .4.1). The block-diagram of the
system is demonstrated in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: The experimental setup and its components: The setup is used
for steering a bevel-tipped needle. The needle is steered towards a real tar-
get embedded in a gelatin phantom. Computed tomography (CT) images
are used to register the target location with respect to the robot reference
frame. Electromagnetic (EM) tracker data is fused with CT images in or-
der to perform real-time needle steering. The experimental setup consists
of: 1O Needle insertion device. 2O Remote center of motion robot arm. 3O
Anthropomorphic gelatin phantom of the thorax. 4O CT scanner. 5O EM
tracker. 6O Bevel-tipped needle.
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Figure 4.2: Prototype of computed tomography-compatible needle inser-
tion setup in initial configuration: 1O Parallel remote center of motion
mechanism. 2O Needle insertion device. 3O Worm gear/wheel pair. 4O DC
motors. 5O Remote center of motion, light blue arrow demonstrates side-
ways rotation and yellow arrow shows forward/backward rotation of the
arm. 6O Aluminum oxide fiducials.
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4.3 Experiments

This section describes the experiments performed to evaluate the system.
The experimental setup and plan are explained below, followed by the re-
sults at the end of this section.

4.3.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 4.4 is used to validate the design and
the proposed steering algorithm. It consists of the NID, controllers, an EM
tracker and a CT scanner. The CT scanner used in the experiments is the
Siemens Somatom Force (Siemens AG, Munich , Germany). The settings
are the defaults used for abdomen scan, which are a tube voltage of 90KVP,
tube current of 234mAs, pixel spacing of 0.96mm, slice thickness of 0.5mm
and convolution kernel of Br40d.

A needle with the diameter of 0.55mm (23.5 gauge) equipped with a
5 DOF EM sensor is used to track the needle tip with the EM tracking
system. The needle tip pose is measured 20 times per second using an
Aurora v3 EM tracker (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Canada) [37]. The
EM tracking system consists of a field generator, a system control unit and
a sensor interface unit. The EM tracker measures the 3D position, pitch
and yaw angles. According to the manufacturer, the root mean square
(RMS) of the position error is 0.7mm and it is 0.20° for the orientations, if
the planar field generator is used. The motor encoder is used to measure
the roll angle (rotation about needle axis). The assumption is that the
torsion about the needle axis will cause only minimal offset between the tip
and base angles. The needle steering is performed outside of the CT bore
to minimize the interference with the EM tracker.

An anthropomorphic gelatin phantom is used in the experiments. The
gelatin phantom is made by mixing 14.9% (by-weight) porcine gelatin pow-
der (Dr. Oetker, Ede, The Netherlands) with 85.1% water. This mixture
results in a phantom with a Young’s modulus of 35kPa [38]. The targets
are spheres of different sizes made of Play-Doh, which is easily mold-able
and gives good contrast on CT.
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Figure 4.4: Reference frames of different components of the experimental
setup: The coordinate systems are required to compute the needle tip pose.
Computed tomography (CT) scanner reference frame (Ψct) is at the center
of the bore and electromagnetic (EM) tracker reference frame (Ψem) is
located at the center of the planar field generator. The robot and frame
Ψem are registered in CT scanner reference frame pre-operatively using the
fiducials. The frame (Ψi) is attached to the needle tip at the initial position.
During the experiments the tip of the needle is tracked in real-time using
the EM tracker and intermittently using CT images. The data are fused
using an unscented Kalman filter. (a) The low-level controller boards. (b)
Bevel-tipped needle with a 5 degree of freedom EM sensor represented in
red.
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4.3.2 Experimental plan

Three experimental cases are used to evaluate the robot design, interference
with CT and the proposed steering scheme. The experimental cases are:

Case I) Hardware tests

The robot is positioned in different poses, which are equally distributed in
the work space of the robot. A 6-DOF EM sensor is embedded at the tip
of the NID (at the RCM), and the pose of the robot is measured using EM
tracker and also CT images. The angular accuracy and the error in RCM
are calculated.

Case II) CT noise analysis

The CT-compatibility of the device is evaluated through noise analysis of
CT images. Although signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a fundamental concept
in noise analysis, it does not characterize the noise completely [39]. There-
fore, the noise-power spectrum (NPS) is commonly used for noise analysis
of CT images. NPS is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function
which characterizes the noise texture and is computed as

NPS(fx, fy) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣DFT2D

[
Ii(x, y)− Īi

]∣∣2 ∆x∆y

NxNy
, (4.4)

where fx and fy are the spatial frequencies in x and y direction (Fig. 4.4),
respectively. DFT2D is the 2D discrete Fourier transform, Ii(x, y) is the
signal in ith region of interest (ROI), and Īi is the mean of Ii(x, y). N is
the number of ROIs, and Nx and Ny are number of pixels, and ∆x and ∆y

are the pixel spacing in x and y direction, respectively.
A homogeneous cylindrical water phantom is used to compute the NPS.

CT images are acquired of the water phantom with and without the NID
on top of it. Several regions are sampled in the CT images and the Fourier
transform is computed for each region. The Fourier transforms are then
averaged over all the samples, and the mean 2D NPS is calculated.

Case III) Steering

Steering experiments are performed in an anthropomorphic phantom by
fusing the EM tracker data and the CT images. The EM tracker, target
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location and the robot are registered in CT scanner reference frame at the
beginning of each experiment.

The insertion length is divided into 4 equal segments. The needle is
steered using the the real-time feedback from the EM tracker. The steering
algorithm is based on the method proposed by Abayazid et al. [10]. The
insertion is paused at the end of each segment, and a new CT scan is
performed. The needle pose is extracted from the CT images and it is
fused with the EM tracker data. This procedure is repeated for three more
times until the needle reaches its final position. It is possible to increase
the number of steps, which will result in more accurate steering but also
more radiation dose.

4.3.3 Results

We present the results for the three experimental cases in this section.
In the experimental Case I, each degree of freedom of the robot arm is
tested individually. Each set-point is reached 5 times from both direc-
tions, in order to evaluate the accuracy and check for any hysteresis ef-
fect. Fig. 4.5-(a,b) show the measured angular positions of the NID ver-
sus desired set-points. The average angular errors are 0.98±0.62◦ and
0.36±0.48◦ for sideways and forward/backward motion (Fig. 4.2), respec-
tively. Fig. 4.5-(c) shows position of the theoretical RCM point versus the
actual NID tip in different configurations. The RCM error is calculated as
the absolute distance between the desired and actual RCM position in 3D
space. The mean of RCM error is 4.37±1.87mm. The NPS is calculated in
the experimental Case II using 12 ROIs. The robot is positioned straight
up on top of the water phantom, which is the position that causes the max-
imum artifact, in order to calculate the NPS for the worst-case scenario. It
is shown in Fig. 4.6-a that the robot introduces minimal additional noise to
the images and it is visible also in the 2D NPS shown in Fig. 4.6-c,d. The
2D NPS shows that the artifacts correspond to specific spatial frequencies
(the bright horizontal area), which depends on the location of the robot
with respect to the phantom.

In experimental Case III, the needle is steered towards 5 real targets.
The targets are spheres with a radius ranging between 1.98mm and 8.65mm
and the insertion depth ranging between 55.99mm and 101.08mm. The
needle is steered towards the center of the targets and the experiment is
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evaluated by calculating the absolute distance between the target posi-
tion and needle tip position in 3D space. The mean targeting error is
1.78±0.70mm. The results show an improvement with respect to our re-
cent work, where we demonstrated a targeting error of 1.94±0.63mm using
only CT images for a virtual target [33]. This comparison demonstrates
that the proposed data fusion scheme is effective and results in approxi-
mately 10% less targeting error. The needle trajectory is shown in Fig. 4.7
for all 5 experiments.
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4.4 Discussion and future work

Table 4.1: Experimental results for Case III: Computed tomography images
are fused with electromagnetic tracking data using an unscented Kalman
filter. The needle is steered towards 5 real target. The targets are placed
at different locations and depths (see also Fig. 4.7). The error is calculated
as the absolute 3D distance between the needle tip and center of the target.

# Target x(mm) Target y(mm) Target z(mm) Target size(mm) Error

1 0.22 11.08 81.83 8.65 2.06

2 14.89 −3.88 101.08 1.98 2.37

3 0.96 10.64 89.25 8.15 0.96

4 −3.38 8.54 79.15 5.60 2.43

5 −1.70 5.88 55.99 3.93 1.09

mean error 1.78±0.7

4.4 Discussion and future work

In this paper we have presented a novel CT-compatible robotic setup for
steering a bevel-tipped flexible needle. The robot consists of the NID and
a 2 DOF remote-center-of-motion arm. The robot arm orients the NID at
the needle insertion point and the needle is then steered using the NID. A
new steering scheme is also presented where the needle tip pose is tracked
using real-time EM tracking data and intermittent CT images. EM and
CT data are fused using an unscented Kalman filter every time a new CT
scan is performed. The EM tracker and CT scanner are registered pre-
operatively, and CT images are used to register the target position in the
reference frame.

4.4.1 Discussion

Several experiments are conducted to evaluate the accuracy and the CT
compatibility of the robot. The results of the first experimental case show
that, in the worst case, the robot arm can have an orientation error of about
2 degrees. The error is small near the zero-configuration (Fig. 4.2) and it
increases as the robot moves towards the extreme configurations, such as
fully-extended or fully-retracted arm. In theory, the RCM should be one
stationary point, however, this is not the case during the experiments. The
main cause of the error in positioning of the robot arm and the RCM
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Figure 4.6: Computed tomography (CT) noise analysis: The noise power
spectrum is computed for a homogeneous cylindrical water phantom.
(a) The needle insertion device (NID) is on top of phantom. (b) The
phantom is in the CT scanner without the NID. (c-d) The 2D noise power
spectrum (NPS) calculated for case (a) and (b), respectively, using 12 ROI
shown by dashed-red squares. The artifacts caused by the NID are limited
and do not interfere with tracking the needle in the CT images.
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Figure 4.7: Needle trajectory for experimental Case III: The needle is
steered towards 5 real targets in an anthropomorphic gelatin phantom.
The targets are placed at different locations with depths varying between
56mm to 101mm. The needle trajectory is extracted from the computed
tomography images. The trajectory and target location are presented in
the reference frame (Ψi).

point is the backlash in the worm gears and bearings, and also bending of
the arms. Due to the relatively long arms of the robot, a small error at
the base results in a greater error at the end-effector. However, the error
is expected to decreases if the robot parts are fabricated with a higher
precision, and long slender parts are replaced by stiffer ones. The noise
analysis in the second experimental case demonstrates that the robot adds
limited amount of artifacts to the CT images, which do not interfere with
tracking the needle in the phantom. In the third experimental case, five
steering experiments in an anthropomorphic gelatin phantom of the thorax
resulted in a targeting accuracy of 1.78±0.70mm. In this study, we assume
that the lesion has a spherical shape. The center of a lesion is considered
to be the target for the needle steering algorithm. The accuracy of the
steering algorithm should be less than the radius of the lesion in order to
have a successful biopsy. Therefore, using our new steering scheme, nodules
with a minimum diameter of 5mm can be reached successfully.
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4.4.2 Future work

Although the current study is a step towards bringing needle steering into
clinical practice, we believe it can be further improved in future work. The
main limitation of the current design is lack of translational motion. Actu-
ated fine 3D translation of the RCM point can help positioning the robot
accurately at the insertion point. Biological tissues are inhomogeneous
which cause the needle to deflect differently, specially if the needle tries
to puncture the chest wall or vessels. Therefore, experiments in cadaver
are necessary in order to validate the system for clinical use. Furthermore,
physiological movements need to be considered and compensated for in
the system. Finally, pre-operative path planning can help in defining the
suitable insertion location and initial pose of the needle.
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Preface

In previous chapters, several needle steering experiments using different
experimental setups were presented. Different phantoms with gelatine and
biological tissue were used. However, one of the challenging issues in needle
insertion procedures was not present in the experiments, which is the tissue
and target motion. In a clinical situation, the patient might move slightly,
and biological motions are present. This is challenging in needle steering
procedures because the pose of the insertion point and the target can change
while the needle is within the body and connected to the robot. Therefore,
the control algorithm must detect such motions and compensate for that.
In this chapter, a new experimental setup is used to apply a motion profile,
similar to liver motion while breathing, to a phantom. The needle insertion
device discussed in Chapter 2 is connected to a 6 degree-of-freedom robotic
arm, and the motion of target is estimated using a force sensor. The motion
of the target is also tracked using ultrasound images. The reminder of this
thesis discusses a realistic case study, in which a human cadaver is used for
needle steering experiment. The steering is performed automatically under
CT guidance, and a work-flow similar to clinical practice is followed.



5.1 Introduction

Abstract

Needle insertion procedures under ultrasound guidance are commonly used
for diagnosis and therapy. It is often critical to accurately reach a targeted
region, and this can be difficult to achieve due to intra-operative tissue
motion. In this paper, we present a method to steer a beveled-tip flexible
needle towards a target embedded in moving tissue. Needle steering is
performed using a needle insertion device attached to a robot arm. Closed-
loop 3D steering of the needle is achieved using tracking of an artificial
target in 2D ultrasound images and tracking of the needle tip position and
orientation with an electromagnetic tracker. Tissue motion compensation is
performed using force feedback to reduce targeting error and forces applied
to the tissue. The method uses a mechanics-based interaction model that
is updated online. A novel control law using task functions is proposed to
fuse motion compensation, steering via base manipulation and tip-based
steering. Validation of the tracking and steering algorithms are performed
in gelatin phantom and bovine liver. Tissue motion up to 15mm is applied
and average targeting error is 1.2±0.8mm and 2.5±0.7mm in gelatin and
liver, respectively, which is sufficiently accurate for commonly performed
needle insertion procedures.

5.1 Introduction

Percutaneous needle insertion procedures are commonly used for diagnosis
(e.g. biopsy) and therapy (e.g. brachytherapy). Success of the procedures
highly depends on accurate placement of the needle, which is challenging
in presence of physiological motion. Patient breathing induces motion to
the tissues near the diaphragm, such as liver or lungs. Therefore, breathing
instructions are given to the patients and they are usually asked to hold
their breath during the insertion [1]. However, this is not always possible
for patients that may have poor breathing function. This can lead to mis-
targeting, which increases the number of required needle insertions and the
risks of complications. Needle insertion are usually performed under the
guidance of different imaging modalities such as ultrasound (US), computed
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). CT and MRI
offer high-contrast images, however, their acquisition time is not suitable
for real-time applications. On the other hand, US imaging provides higher
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frame rate at the cost of low-contrast and noisy images. In order to perform
percutaneous needle insertions accurately, researchers suggest to use robotic
systems, which will be discussed in the following sections.

5.1.1 Related work

Needle steering

There are two main methods discussed in literature to steer a needle in
soft tissue. The first method, known as base manipulation, applies lateral
translations and rotations to the base of the needle. This creates needle
deflection and causes the needle to push laterally on the tissue, and as a
result the trajectory of the needle tip can be controlled. It requires a model
of the interaction between the needle and the tissue to compute the amount
of bending necessary to obtain the desired tip trajectory. The needle-tissue
interaction can be modeled using finite element modeling or beam theory
with local virtual springs [2,3]. In order to avoid the large forces applied on
the tissue, especially for deep insertions, tip steering method is used. In this
method, the lateral forces created at the tip of the needle are used to steer
the needle. These forces are typically obtained by an asymmetric design of
the needle tip, such as a beveled or pre-bent tip. In this case, targeting can
be achieved by orienting the force such that the needle deflects towards the
target. This is often done with bevel-tipped needles by rotating the needle
around its shaft such that the bevel points towards the target [4]. The
radius of curvature is, however, more difficult to control, since it depends
on the geometry of the tip and the relative stiffness between the needle and
the tissue. The effective value of the trajectory curvature can be reduced for
bevel-tipped needles using the duty cycling control method [5, 6]. Special
tips have also been designed, such as an actuated tip that allows a control
of both force orientation and magnitude without rotation of the needle
shaft [7]. Lateral base manipulation and duty cycling control were also
used together alternatively depending on the alignment of the needle with
the target [8].

Motion compensation

Physiological motion of the patient can induce tissue motion during the
needle insertion procedure. In addition to target motion, damage to the
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Figure 5.1: A beveled-tip needle is inserted in soft tissue using a needle
insertion device 1O with the reference frame {FNID} attached to a robot
arm 2O. A five degrees of freedom electromagnetic tracker 3O with the ref-
erence frame {FEM} is used to track the needle tip. The axial rotation of
the needle is tracked using the motor encoder. A 3D ultrasound probe 4O
with reference frame {FUS} is used to track an artificial target in the phan-
tom 5O. Motion is applied to the phantom using a second robot arm 6O
and motion compensation is performed using a force sensor 7O with the
reference frame {FFS}. Frame {F0} is the global reference frame.
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tissue can arise if the tissue motion is large while the needle is maintained fix
by a robotic needle holder. Therefore, motion compensation is necessary
to limit the risk of tearing the tissue. Predictive control can be used to
compensate for periodic motions, such as breathing or heart beating. This
requires the position of the tissue as a feedback to be able to predict its
future motion. For instance, cameras and visual markers can be used to
track the surface of the body [9]. Yuen et al. used 3D US to performed
1D motion compensation for beating heart surgery [10]. Harmonic motion
estimation was first used to estimate the motion of the mitral annulus
before the tool begins interacting with it. After contact has been made,
force control was performed by the use of a force sensor located at the
tip of the tool. Impedance or admittance control are often used to perform
such compensation since tissue damage can directly be avoided by reducing
the force applied to the tissue. Atashzar et al. attached a force sensor to
a needle holder which is maintained in contact with the surface of the
tissue during the insertion, allowing to follow the motion of the tissue [11].
While axial tissue motion could be accurately compensated, lateral tissue
cutting may still occur in such configuration if the tissue slips laterally
with respect to the sensor. Kim et al. also compensated lateral tissue
motion using a force sensor attached between the manipulator and the
needle [12]. However tissue motion compensation was performed alone,
without needle insertion towards a target. The research methods mentioned
above for motion tracking and compensation are not easy to integrate in
a clinical environment. These methods use visual markers with external
tracking systems or they have direct sensor contact with the patient at the
incision point. Herein lies the motivation to develop a motion compensation
algorithm to be applicable for clinical environment.

Real-time ultrasound target tracking

Physiological motions within the body induce motion of the targeted lesion.
In order to steer the needle to the target accurately, the location of the
target should be tracked during the procedure. There has been a lot of
developments on US needle tracking in needle steering domain. Researchers
used 2D [13–15] and 3D [16–19] US to track the needle. There has also been
several studies where US images were used for target tracking purposes.
Abolmaesumi et al. developed a tracking algorithm based on Star algorithm
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[20] and Kalman filter [21]. They used real-time 2D US images to track
the carotid artery cross section. Guerrero et al. used an extended Kalman
filter and an elliptical fitting model to determine the vessel boundary in real-
time 2D US images [22]. The algorithm is tested using patient US images
and provides a success rate of about 98 percent. Harris et al. tracked
the 3D motion of liver using 3D cross-correlation-based speckle tracking
algorithms in 4D US images [23]. Makhinya et al. developed a robust real-
time algorithm based on optical flow to track the vessels in the liver in 2D
US images [24]. Royer et al. developed a real-time tracking algorithm for
deformable structures using 3D US images [25]. It was demonstrated that
the algorithm can estimate the motion correctly in presence of different US
shortcomings including speckle noise, large shadows and US gain variation,
thanks to the consideration of US confidence map in the tracking process.

5.1.2 Contributions

In this paper, we present a robotic system along with a novel hybrid control
framework which enables needle steering in a moving tissue while minimiz-
ing tissue damage. We propose a method to use force information coming
from a force sensor at the base of the robotic system, which makes it feasible
for clinical implementation. This hybrid framework uses the generic task
functions to fuse targeting and motion compensation into a single control
law. In order to evaluate the proposed method, insertions towards spher-
ical targets, embedded in a gelatin phantom and biological tissue (bovine
liver) are performed. We use US feedback and a Star algorithm to track
the target and an electromagnetic tracker to accurately locate the tip of
the needle.

5.2 Methods

This section presents the tracking algorithm, control method and state
estimation that we use to control a 6 DOF robotic manipulator holding a
2 DOF needle insertion device [26]. The overall framework for the control
of the system is presented in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram representing the elements of the setup and the
global framework used for the insertion. Position of the target is tracked
in ultrasound images. Measures from the force/torque (F/T) sensor and
electromagnetic (EM) tracker are used as input to an unscented Kalman
filter (UKF) to update the needle-tissue interaction model. The model and
measures are used by a task controller to steer the needle tip towards the
target while compensating for tissue motion.
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5.2.1 Ultrasound-based target tracking

A circular target, simulating a small cyst or a tumor, is tracked in 2D US
images during the insertion process. We use a 3D US probe to acquire
3D US volumes. One 2D image is extracted from each of the volumes
such that it is parallel to the y-z plane of the probe frame {FUS} (see
Fig. 5.1). The tracking of the target center is done using a custom tracking
algorithm described in Alg. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Note that we
considered spherical targets for validation, however the algorithm could be
easily adapted to other target shapes. Knowing the pose of the US probe
in the robot base frame {F0} and the distance from the probe to the image
plane, the position of the target is transformed from the image space to the
robot base frame. This is then used as the reference target position for the
controller loop described in next section.

5.2.2 Hybrid control framework

The control of the 8 available DOF of the system is performed using a
modified version of the method presented in [8]. We consider the following
control vector (v ∈ R8):

v =


vb
ωb
vNID
wNID

 , (5.1)

where vNID and wNID denote the insertion and rotation velocities of the
needle insertion device, respectively, and vb ∈ R3 and ωb ∈ R3 correspond
to the translational and angular velocity vectors of the tip of the insertion
device, respectively. The last two are directly related to the velocities of
the end-effector of the robot arm.

A task vector (e = [e1 . . . eM ]T ∈ RM ) is defined such that it contains
M scalar tasks (ei) to be fulfilled. The desired value for the derivative
of the task vector is defined as ėd = [ė1,d . . . ėM,d]

T , where each ėi,d is the
desired value for ėi. The control law is computed according to:

v = J+ėd, (5.2)

where + stands for the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse operator and J ∈ RM×8

is the interaction matrix associated to the tasks, defined as the Jacobian
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Algorithm 1 Target tracking: initialization is performed manually by
selecting the target center pcenter and radius r in the image and the number
N of rays for the Star algorithm. A square pixel patch Ipatch centered
around pcenter is extracted for the template matching.

1: Ipatch, pcenter, r,N ← INITIALIZE TRACKING()
2: while Tracking do
3: I ← ACQUIRE IMAGE()
4: pcenter ← TEMPLATE MATCHING(I, Ipatch)
5: E ← ∅
6: for i ∈ [0, N − 1] do
7: θ ← 2πi

N
8: Ray ← TRACE RAY(pcenter, 2r, θ)
9: pedge ← EDGE DETECTION(Ray)

10: E ← E ∪ pedge
11: pcenter, r ← CIRCLE FITTING(E)
12: Ipatch ← EXTRACT PIXEL PATCH(I, pcenter)
13: return pcenter

matrix of the task vector with respect to the system inputs (v) such that:

ė =
∂e

∂t
= J v. (5.3)

Targeting tasks design

A targeting task made up of 3 scalar sub-tasks is defined to control the
trajectory of the needle tip towards the previously defined target. The first
sub-task (e1) is defined to control the velocity (vt) of the needle tip along
the needle axis. The desired value for the sub-task variation is set to a
predefined scalar constant insertion velocity (vtip) as long as the target is
in front of the needle and the insertion is stopped when the target has been
reached:

ė1 = vt = Jvt v, (5.4)

ė1,d = vt,d =

{
vtip if zt > 0
0 if zt ≤ 0

, (5.5)
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where zt is the axial distance from the tip to the target and Jvt ∈ R1×8 is
the interaction matrix associated to the velocity of the needle tip along the
needle axis (vt).

The second scalar sub-task (e2) is defined to control the angle (θ) be-
tween the needle tip axis and the target (see Fig. 5.4) such that:

e2 = θ = atan2(zt,
√
x2t + y2t ), (5.6)

ė2 = θ̇ = Jθ v, (5.7)

ė2,d = θ̇d = −λθ θ, (5.8)

where xt, yt and zt are the coordinates of the position of the target expressed
in the frame of the needle tip, Jθ ∈ R1×8 is the interaction matrix associated
to the angle (θ) and λθ is a positive control gain that tunes the exponential
decrease rate of θ.

The third scalar sub-task (e3) is used to control the orientation of the
bevel such that it points towards the target. It is defined such that the
angle (σ) between the target and the cutting edge of the bevel is regulated
to zero (see Fig. 5.4):

e3 = σ = atan2(yt, xt)−
π

2
, (5.9)

ė3 = σ̇ = Jσ v, (5.10)

ė3,d = σ̇d = −λσ σ, (5.11)

where Jσ ∈ R1×8 is the interaction matrix associated to the angle (σ) and
λσ is a positive control gain that tunes the exponential decrease rate of σ.

It can be observed that both control inputs (ωb,z and ωNID) defined in
(5.1) result in the same rotation of the needle around its axis. Using ωb,z
leads to a rotation of the whole NID with the needle fixed inside, while using
ωNID leads to a rotation of the needle inside the NID with the NID staying
immobile. The former leads to unnecessary robot motion and increases the
risk of collision with the environment or unfeasible robot configurations.
Therefore, a scalar task (e4) is added to remove ωb,z from the control, such
that:

ė4 = ωb,z =
[

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
]
v, (5.12)

ė4,d = 0. (5.13)
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Figure 5.3: Circular target detection algorithm using Star algorithm. The
red dot is an initial guess of the target center from which rays are projected.
The target center estimation (green cross) is obtained using circle fitting
(green circle) on the detected boundaries along each ray (white dots).

It can be noted that the first and third targeting sub-tasks (e1 and e3)
only control the DOF of the tip that are used for pure tip-based steering,
namely the insertion velocity and rotation velocity around the needle shaft.
Sub-task (e2), on the contrary, can control the lateral translations of the
tip and the orientation of the needle axis. Hence we further focus on this
sub-task (e2) in the following.

Hybrid control

In practice it can be observed that the interaction matrices (Jvt and Jσ),
corresponding to the sub-tasks (e1 and e3) and defined in (5.4) and (5.10),
have little dependence on the insertion depth. On the contrary the in-
teraction matrix (Jθ) of the second sub-task (e2) defined in (5.7) highly
depends on the insertion depth since lateral translations and rotations of
the tip become harder to control as the needle progresses inside the tissue.
This sub-task (e2) tends to rapidly induce large control velocities once the
needle is inserted deep in the tissue. Hence, we remove e2 from the task list
after a certain insertion depth has been reached such that only the tasks
corresponding to pure tip-based control remain for the targeting.

The four sub-tasks defined previously ((5.4)-(5.13)) are sufficient to
reach a target in stationary tissue. However tissue can move during the
insertion because of physiological motion of the patient. If the needle does
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of the sub-tasks (e2 and e3) used for the steering of
the needle. First one (e2) corresponds to the angle (θ) between the target
and the needle axis, used to control the needle alignment at the beginning
of the insertion. Second one (e3) corresponds to the angle (σ) between the
target and the bevel, used to orient the cutting edge of the bevel towards
the target. The controller is designed such that both of them remains as
close to zero as possible, ensuring accurate steering of the needle towards
the target (see (5.6)-(5.8) and (5.9)-(5.11)).

not follow the motion of the tissue this can damage the tissue surface due
to tearing forces. In order to address this issue, we need to add a motion
compensation task to minimize the forces exerted on the tissue.

Motion compensation

At equilibrium, the total force exerted by the needle on the tissue is equal
to the force exerted by the insertion device on the needle. We define a task
(e5 ∈ R2) to reduce the lateral force (flat ∈ R2) applied to the needle base
(x and y axis of frame {FNID} depicted in Fig. 5.1):

ė5 = ḟlat = Jf v, (5.14)

ė5,d = ḟlat,d = −λf flat, (5.15)

where Jf ∈ R2×8 is the interaction matrix corresponding to the lateral
force (flat) and λf is a positive control gain that tunes the exponential
decrease rate of flat. The global interaction matrix (J) defined in (5.2)
is built by stacking the interaction matrices associated to each sub-task.
Therefore online estimates of the matrices (Jvt , Jθ, Jσ and Jf ) are required
to compute the final control law (5.2). These matrices are computed using
a finite difference method with a mechanics-based model of the interaction
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between the needle and the tissue. The model and its associated online
update method are described next.

5.2.3 Needle insertion modeling

We use a mechanics-based model of needle insertion in soft tissue and an
algorithm based on unscented Kalman filter (UKF) to update online the
model using the available measures [27]. The model mainly consists of two
parts interacting with each other, one 3D curve defining the needle shape
and one 3D curve defining the shape of the path that has been cut in the
tissue by the needle tip. In the case of patient motion, the lateral position
(x ∈ R2) of the 3D curve representing the tissue needs to be updated to
take into account the displacement of the real tissue. We adapt the update
method to the measurements (y ∈ R12) available in our experiments:

y =


f
t
pt
dt

 , (5.16)

where f ∈ R3 and t ∈ R3 are the forces and torques exerted at the needle
base, and pt ∈ R3 and dt ∈ R3 are the position and direction of the needle
tip, respectively. Measures are obtained using a force/torque sensor and
a 5 DOF electromagnetic tracker placed inside the tip of the needle as
described in section 5.3.1. The evolution and measure equations of the
system can be written as:

x(k + 1) = x(k) +w(k), (5.17)

y(k) = h(x(k), k) + n(k), (5.18)

with k the time index, w ∈ R2 the process noise, n ∈ R12 the measure
noise and h the function relating the tissue motion to the measures. A
random walk model is used for the state equation (5.17) to account for any
kind of motion. One advantage of the UKF is that it does not require an
analytic formulation of h to compute the Kalman gain, as long as there
exist a numerical method to compute the measures from the states. In our
case, we use our numerical model to obtain the estimate of the measures and
compute the Kalman gain. The estimates of pt and dt are computed as the
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position and direction of the tip of the 3D needle curve, respectively. The
estimates of f and t are computed from the curvature of the 3D needle
curve at the base and the mechanical properties of the needle (Young’s
modulus and section geometry). Between two iterations of the UKF, the
model of the needle is also updated using the pose of the NID and the
length of the needle outside the NID. Therefore function h is different at
each time step (k).

5.3 Experiments

In this section, we present experiments performed to evaluate the US track-
ing, the control algorithm, and the motion compensation algorithm. We
first describe the components of the experimental setup used to steer the
needle. Subsequently, the experimental plan and results are presented, and
we finish this section with a discussion on the results.

5.3.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup used to evaluate the overall system is shown in Fig.
5.1. It consists of a needle insertion device (NID), two robotic manipula-
tors, an US probe, an electromagnetic (EM) tracker, a force/torque (F/T)
sensor and a phantom. The NID has 2 DOF, which controls the insertion
and rotation of the needle [26]. A Raspberry Pi 2 B (Raspberry Pi founda-
tion, Caldecote, United Kingdom) along with a Gertbot motor controller
board (Fen logic limited, Cambridge, United Kingdom) is used to control
the robot through pulse-width-modulation (PWM). The two serial manipu-
lators are UR3 and UR5 (Universal Robots A/S, Odense, Denmark). UR3
is a compact table-top robot to which the NID is connected through a
plastic link. UR3 controls the position and orientation of the NID in 3D
space. UR5 is a larger version of UR3, and therefore, it is used to apply
motion to the phantom. The F/T sensor used in the experiments is ATI
Nano 43 (ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, USA), which measures the
outputting forces and torques from all three Cartesian coordinates (six-axis
sensor). The forces and torques are measured with a resolution of 1.95mN
and 25mN.mm, respectively. The sensor is mounted between the robotic
arm and the NID in order to measure the interaction forces. A registration
step is performed to estimate the mass and position of the center of mass
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of the NID, as well as the biases of the sensor. During the experiments
the effect of gravity and the biases are subtracted from the measurements
depending on the device pose. Geometric transformation is applied to the
sensor measures (frame {FFS} in Fig. 5.1) in order to get the equivalent
forces and torques applied at the needle base (frame {FNID}) as required in
(5.15) and (5.16). UR3, UR5 and the F/T sensor are all controlled through
Ethernet (TCP/IP protocol) using Robot Operating System (ROS) (Open
Source Robotics Foundation, Mountain View, USA). The EM tracking sys-
tem is Aurora v3 EM tracker (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Canada).
The EM tracker measures the 3D position, pitch and yaw angles with an
root mean square (RMS) error of 0.7mm and 0.20◦, respectively. A com-
mercially available needle with a diameter of 0.55mm (23.5G) is equipped
with a 5 DOF EM sensor in order to track the needle tip. The needle is
hollow and it is made of stainless steel DIN 1.4301/AISI 304. The EM
sensor is integrated within the needle, close to the tip. A preliminary reg-
istration step is performed to find the position of the tracker in the robot
frame {F0} and the offset between the center of the sensor and the tip of
the needle. A least squares minimization is used between two sets of poses
of the needle tip. Each set is obtained using either the EM sensor or the
robot odometry. The motor encoder is used to measure the rotation about
needle axis. The needle tip pose is measured 20 times per second. The
US system is a Siemens Acuson S2000 (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany).
Siemens 7CF1 Convex Volume 4D/3D transducer is used, which works at
a frequency range of 1.0-7.0Mhz. The resolution and the refresh rate of the
system depends on the field of view, depth and sweeping angle of the probe.
The pose of the US probe is registered in the robot frame {F0} using least
squares point cloud matching between two sets of positions of the needle tip
measured after short insertions at different locations on the surface of the
phantom. Each set is obtained using either the robot odometry or manual
segmentation of the needle tip in acquired US volumes. Two phantoms are
used for the needle steering experiments. The first phantom is made by
mixing 14.9% (by-weight) porcine gelatin powder (Dr. Oetker, Ede, The
Netherlands) with 85.1% water. This mixture results in a phantom with a
Young’s modulus of 35kPa. The second phantom is a piece of bovine liver
embedded in gelatin. The targets are spheres of different sizes, ranging
from 4 to 8 millimeters, made of Play-Doh, which is easily moldable and
gives good contrast in US images.
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5.3.2 Experimental plan

In order to evaluated the proposed needle steering method combined with
motion compensation, we use three experimental cases.

Case I

In the first experimental case, we evaluate the proposed US target tracking
algorithm. A 2D translational motion is applied to the phantom using UR5.
The motion mimics the displacement of the liver during breathing [23] with
the following profile:

m(t) = a+ b cos2(
π

T
t− π

2
), (5.19)

where a ∈ R3 is the initial position of the target, b ∈ R3 is the magnitude
of the motion and T is the period of the motion. The magnitude of the
motion is 15mm and 7mm in x and z direction of the global reference frame
{F0} depicted in Fig. 5.1, respectively. The period of the motion (T ) is set
to 5 seconds. The measured positions of five targets are compared with the
ground-truth obtained from the odometry of UR5.

Case II

The second experimental case is used to compare the applied forces and
torques at the needle base between three different needle steering meth-
ods, each used during four needle insertions. The three methods are as
follows. 1O Base-manipulation with no constraint on lateral motion of the
needle at the insertion point. The needle is fully outside the NID. 2O Base-
manipulation with remote-center-of-motion at the insertion point, i.e. the
NID axis is always aligned with the insertion point. This method tries to
minimize the lateral motion while the needle is fully outside the NID. 3O
The NID tip is placed at the insertion point. The robot can only rotate
around the insertion point. The needle is not fully outside the NID and it
is supported by the NID body outside the phantom.

Case III

In the third experimental case, the needle is automatically steered towards
a spherical target during ten needle insertions. The target location is reg-
istered to the UR3 reference frame using a 3D scan of the phantom with
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the 3D US probe. The target is selected manually at the beginning of each
experiment, and the registration is done automatically. Similar to Case I,
the UR5 moves the phantom with the same motion profile, but with differ-
ent period (T ). The EM tracker, which is registered to the UR3 frame as
well, is used to track the needle tip pose. The force/torque measurements
are used to minimize the lateral forces at the insertion point. The steering
method 3O, explained in Case II, is used in this experimental case. In case
a failure of the tracking algorithm is visible, the system can be stopped at
any time by the operator and the needle is then automatically retracted
from the tissue.

5.3.3 Results and discussion

In this section, we present the results of the three experimental cases. For
Case I, five targets in different locations, depths and sizes are tracked with
the proposed algorithm. Table 5.1 summarizes the target information, and
the average error for each trial. The mean of tracking error is 0.7mm. The
error is computed after compensating for the delay introduced by the image
acquisition. Fig. 5.5 shows the ground-truth versus tracked location of the
target for one of the trials. It is also visible from Fig. 5.5 that the process
of acquiring a new US image, transferring it to the computer and applying
the target tracking algorithm introduces a latency of about 450ms. A new
volume is acquired every 110ms and target tracking needs approximately
300µs, which suggests that most of the latency is due to the conversion of
the US volume from pre-scan to post-scan and transferring the images to
the computer. The latency is reduced to 350ms in Case III by reducing the
field of view of the US transducer. A tracking sequence during a needle
insertion corresponding to Case III is shown in Fig. 5.6.

The results of experimental Case II are presented in Table. 5.2. Four
experiments are performed for each method, and the results are reported
as the mean of absolute lateral forces calculated over time. The mean force
values show that using method 3O induces greater lateral forces. This is
due to the compliance of the needle, which affects methods 1O and 2O. In
method 3O the needle is supported with the NID and, therefore, it cannot
bend outside the phantom. This results in the NID motion being applied
directly onto the gelatin. On the other hand, in methods 1O and 2O the
flexible needle outside the phantom is not supported and can easily bend.
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Figure 5.5: Result of a representative experiment for the target tracking
algorithm performance (case I). The motion described by (5.19) is applied
to the gelatin phantom with a period T = 5s. Mean tracking error is 3.6mm
for this experiment and reduces to 0.6mm after compensating for the delay
of about 450ms introduced by data acquisition.

This compliant connection between the NID and the insertion point results
in lower lateral forces.

In experimental Case III, the needle is steered towards ten spherical tar-
gets, five embedded in gelatin phantom and five embedded in bovine liver.
The experiments results are presented in Table. 6.2. The targeting error is
calculated as the absolute lateral distance between the needle and the cen-
ter of the target. The mean targeting error is 1.2±0.8mm and 2.5±0.7mm
for gelatin phantom and liver phantom, respectively. The mechanical prop-
erties of the gelatin phantom is known prior to the experiments and it
is almost constant because of the homogeneity. The properties of liver is
not precisely known and it also differs in different parts because of the
heterogeneity. Furthermore, target tracking is more challenging in liver
with respect to gelatin. These two issues directly influence the outcome
of Case III experiments. Therefore, the needle steering is performed more
accurately in gelatin rather than the liver.
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Table 5.1: The results of the experimental Case I are presented. The
initial target location in the ultrasound probe frame {FUS} (Fig. 5.1) is
indicated for each experiment. The error is calculated as the mean over
time of the absolute distance between the position of the target obtained
by the tracking and by the robot odometry. The error is calculated after
compensating for the delay introduced by the image acquisition.

Target position (mm) Error Mean
#

x y z (mm) (mm)

1 -17.5 4.9 64.4 0.9 ± 0.5

0.7 ± 0.7
2 -18.3 4.9 44.0 0.7 ± 0.6

3 -13.5 11.6 24.3 0.6 ± 0.4

4 -18.4 7.5 54.2 0.7 ± 0.6

5 -30.6 10.9 34.3 0.6 ± 0.4

Table 5.2: The results of the experimental Case II are presented. Four in-
sertions towards different target locations are performed for each method.
The force is calculated for each experiment as the mean over time of the
absolute lateral force. The mean force is the mean over the four experi-
ments.

Force (mN)
Method

#1 #2 #3 #4
Mean force (mN)

1O 68 37 73 46 56 ± 58
2O 28 68 59 56 53 ± 49
3O 80 35 154 77 87 ± 72
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5.4 Conclusions and future work

5.4 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented a control algorithm for a 2 DOF needle
insertion device attached to a 6 DOF robot arm. Task functions are used
to perform the steering of the needle tip towards a target at the same
time as the compensation of lateral motions of the tissue. The controller
uses the information provided on the needle by an EM tracker and a force
sensor as well as the information provided on the target position by an US
probe. The mean targeting accuracy obtained across several insertions in
a moving bovine liver is 2.5±0.7mm, which is sufficient for most clinical
needle insertion applications.

A delay compensation method could be used in the future to take into
account the latency introduced by the acquisition of 3D US volumes and
to further improve the steering accuracy. The registration of the US probe
and EM tracker frames in the robot frame could also have an effect on the
final targeting accuracy. Future work will thus include the usage of on-
line 3D US volume feedback to directly measure the relative error between
the needle tip and the target in the volume frame. This would eliminate
the requirement for an accurate registration of the pose of the US probe.
Furthermore, the developed control algorithm should be tested on live an-
imals to validate its performance in a clinical context with real respiratory
motions.
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Preface

In previous chapters, several experimental scenarios were considered. In
all cases phantoms made of gelatine or biological tissues were used and in
some cases anthropomorphic phantoms of thorax were used. Although these
phantoms mimic the body up to some extent, some properties of the body
could be challenging to simulate, such as multiple tissue layers, the vessels
and etc. Therefore, in this chapter, experiments on a human cadaver are
performed in order to have a realistic scenario. A new steering algorithm is
also developed which uses a mechanics-based model and intermittent CT
images to estimate the needle pose in real-time and apply proper control
commands in order to keep the needle on a pre-defined trajectory. The
trajectory is generated using pre-operative CT images and a sampling-based
path planner. The work flow of the experiments are kept similar to clinical
practice routine. The experimental results suggest that the proposed needle
steering algorithm can achieve an acceptable accuracy in a human cadaver.
These results are very promising and hopefully this technology will be used
in clinical practice in near future.



6.1 Introduction

Abstract

Needles are commonly used in the clinic for percutaneous procedures. The
outcome of such procedures heavily depends on accurate placement of the
needle. There are two main challenges to achieve high accuracy: First,
aligning the needle with the targeted lesion, and second, compensating for
the deflection of the needle in the tissue. In order to address these chal-
lenges, scientists have developed several robotic setups for needle steering.
However, the subject is still under research and reliable implementations
which can be used in clinical practice are not yet available. In this pa-
per, we have taken some steps in order to bring needle steering closer to
practice. A new hybrid control algorithm is developed, which enables us
to control a flexible needle by combing base-manipulation and beveled-tip
steering methods. A pre-operative path planner is developed which consid-
ers the clinical requirements. The proposed method is tested in the lung of
a fresh-frozen human cadaver. The work-flow of the experiments are similar
to the current clinical practice. Three experimental cases are used to evalu-
ate the proposed steering algorithm. Experimental Case I shows that using
the proposed steering algorithm controllability of the needle is increased.
In Case II and Case III, the needle is steered in a gelatin phantom and
a human cadaver, respectively. The targeting accuracy of 1.35±0.49mm
in gelatin phantom and 1.97±0.89mm in cadaver is achieved. A feasibil-
ity study is performed, in which a fine needle aspiration (FNA) needle is
steered in the lungs of a human cadaver under computed tomography guid-
ance. The targeting error for the feasibility study is 2.89±0.22mm. The
results suggest that such a robotic system can be beneficial for clinical use
and the patient receives less x-ray radiation.

6.1 Introduction

Percutaneous needle insertion is a common minimally invasive surgical pro-
cedure used for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Lung cancer-related
diagnoses and therapies are among the important procedures in the field,
due to the high mortality rate worldwide (1.59 million deaths in 2012) [1].
In the United States and Europe lung cancer screening with computed
tomography (CT) is recommended for people at high risk or within clini-
cal trial settings [2, 3]. CT-guided lung biopsy is often performed for the
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Figure 6.1: The experimental setup used for steering an fine needle aspira-
tion (FNA) needle in a fresh-frozen human cadaver. The needle is steered
towards virtual targets in the lung. Computed tomography (CT) images
are used to select the target and the insertion region, and register the target
location with respect to the robot reference frame. The experimental setup
consists of: 1O Needle insertion device. 2O Fresh-frozen human cadaver.
3O Control boards. 4O CT scanner. 5O Fiducial sticker on the cadaver.
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nodules greater than 10mm, and for small fast-growing nodules. The CT
images are used to locate the lung nodule and then the needle is advanced
into the subcutaneous tissue incrementally. A CT scan is acquired after ev-
ery needle manipulation. This procedure is commonly performed manually
by clinicians, and can result in complications such as pneumothorax and
pulmonary hemorrhage [4–6]. Core needle biopsy (CNB) or fine needle as-
piration (FNA) is used to cut a core for pathological analysis, or to aspirate
cell clusters for cytological analysis, respectively. CNB is often reported to
result in a higher diagnostic performance, but FNA has a lower complica-
tion rate [7, 8].

Although accurate localization of lesions is possible using current imag-
ing technology, those cannot yet be precisely targeted, because of the fol-
lowing issues:

1) The needle tends to deflect from its initial path because of the asym-
metric tip.

2) The nodule moves due to physiological motions such as respiration.

The needle deflection can be used to correct the initial orientation error
during the insertion of the needle by rotating the base of the needle. This
will not only decrease the amount of needle manipulations, but also enables
the clinicians to target even small lung nodules. In order to address the
second issue, breathing instructions are often given to the patient prior to
the procedure to minimize the movement. The patient is asked to hold
breath in a consistent fashion if the nodule is close to the diaphragm, and
therefore, the motion of the nodule will be minimal [9]. Researchers have
developed several robotic setups in order to assist clinicians perform needle
placement accurately. The literature suggests that such systems can be
beneficial for clinical use which are discussed below.

6.1.1 Related work

Different robotic setups, needles and steering algorithms have been devel-
oped in order to minimize the lesion targeting error and tissue damage. We
discuss some of the relevant approaches below.
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Needle steering

The needle steering methods can be categorized by the type of needle that is
used. The needles can be either passive (such as symmetric tip [10], bevel-
tipped [11], pre-bent/curved tip [12]) or active (such as programmable-bevel
[13] and tendon-actuated tip [14]). The advantage of passive needles over
active needles is that their design is rather simple. Therefore, those can be
used in clinical practice easier and with lower costs. The deflection of bevel-
tipped needles (and therefore controllability) is lower than pre-bent/curved
tip needles [12]. However, the bevel-tipped needles are currently in use for
clinical application, and therefore it is beneficial if the same needle can be
used for steering.

Several methods have been developed to steer bevel-tipped needles.
Minhas et al. introduced the duty-cycling algorithm which allows to con-
trol the curvature of the trajectory by spinning the needle [15]. However,
the tissue damage is high in this method because of high number of needle
rotations. Abayazid et al. developed an algorithm that uses the reachable
volume of the needle in order to minimize the needle rotations [16]. In
this method, the curvature cannot be controlled but the tissue damage is
minimal. Neubach et al. showed that symmetric tip needles can be steered
by manipulating the base [10]. However, the force applied to the tissue,
especially at the insertion point, is high and could tear the tissue. There-
fore, we have developed a steering algorithm that introduces minimal tissue
damage, while the curvature can be controlled. The algorithm tries to keep
the needle on a pre-generated path.

Path planning

Several path planning algorithms have been developed for needle steering
purposes. Alterovitz et al. developed a 2D path planner using Markov
Decision Process (MPD) [17]. This planner prioritized success probability
over distance and rotation minimization. Rapidly Exploring Random Trees
(RRT) algorithm was used in several studies. Bernardes et al. [18] and
Patil et al. [19] used duty-cycling method with RRT path planning in 2D
and 3D environments, respectively. Abayazid et al. also used RRT to
generate milestones along the optimal path, and steer the needle towards
these milestones [16]. The proposed RRT-based algorithms are relatively
fast, which makes them suitable for real-time application. The objective
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in all of these studies were to find a suitable path from the insertion point
of the needle to the target. This approach is applicable only if the final
configuration of the needle is not of importance. However, depending on
the position of the nodule, it is important that the needle reaches the target
in a specific configuration in clinical practice. For instance, if the nodule is
close to an artery or the heart, the clinicians choose to insert the needle in a
direction to maximize the safety of the patient and minimize the chance of
hitting the sensitive organs. Therefore, we have developed a pre-operative
path planner in which the preferred final direction that the needle enters
the nodule, and the insertion region are considered.

6.1.2 Contributions

In this work, we have proposed a new hybrid steering algorithm in which we
combine two methods in order to achieve high deflection. In this new algo-
rithm a bevel-tipped needle is steered using the tip steering and a modified
version of base-manipulation algorithm. We have used a previously devel-
oped CT-compatible robotic system, which has a remote-center-of-motion
(RCM). The RCM enables us to apply the developed algorithm. The ex-
periments are performed in a CT scanner in the lungs of a human cadaver
in order to validate our method in a completely realistic scenario. This is a
key step in bringing needle steering into clinical practice. A pre-operative
path planner is developed which provides us the feasible paths to the target,
considering the final orientation of the needle and preferred insertion re-
gion. We have used clinical FNA needles for the experiments, which show
the developed algorithm can be used with common clinical needles, and
thus there is no need for specific needle designs.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the developed
steering and pre-operative path planning algorithms. The experimental
setup, plan and results are presented in section III. Finally, in section IV,
we conclude our work and suggest directions for future work.

6.2 Methods

This section presents our hybrid control algorithm which combines tip
steering and local-manipulation algorithm. This is followed by describing
the pre-operative 3D path planning algorithm.
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θ

β

ψ

Figure 6.2: The local-manipulation algorithm is presented: (a) Simplified
3D representation of the local-manipulation algorithm. The needle is in-
serted into the tissue. Part of the needle which is in the tissue is divided
into 5 segments (solid black lines), which are approximated by polynomials
(S1 · · ·S5 ∈ R3). Pt,1 · · ·Pt,4 ∈ R3 show the position of the needle points at
time t. P0,1 · · ·P0,4 ∈ R3 show the initial position of the needle at positions
1 to 4. Green arrows show the force (Fi ∈ R3×1) applied to each point on
the needle using eq. (6.5). The light blue arrow represents the force at the
tip due to the bevel (Ftip) calculated using eq. (6.8). Frame (Ψi)depicts the
fixed initial frame at the insertion point. The dark blue arrow shows the
needle orientation at the insertion point. (b) The needle orientation at the
insertion point (blue arrow) is calculated using the inverse kinematics. The
orientation is presented using the angles (γ) and (ψ). These two angles are
the inputs for the needle insertion setup. (c) The parameters used to cal-
culate the force and the moment due to the bevel at the tip are presented.
Bevel angle is denoted by θ, and β is the cut angle of the needle.
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θ

θ

Figure 6.3: 2D representation of the proposed 3D path planner: (a) In a
clinical scenario, the direction in which the lesion is approached and the
final 3D orientation of the needle are important. 1O and 3O show two needle
insertion which can be unsafe for the patient because of posterior sensitive
organs. However, 2O shows a needle insertion path which is relatively safe.
Angle (θ) represents the final angle of the needle in the target. (b) This
inset presents the path planning algorithm principle. The path planner
generate all feasible paths starting from the target, and considering the
final angle (θ). The generated paths are intersected by the skin, and the
insertion points and insertion angle (γ) are calculated. The green arrows
show the needle insertion direction.

6.2.1 Hybrid control

The deflection of bevel-tipped needles using only tip steering methods is
low, especially if thick needles are used. For instance, the radius of curva-
ture for a 22G FNA needle is around 292mm in the breast tissue. Base-
manipulation has the advantage of increasing the needle deflection. How-
ever, the current approach of the base-manipulation technique causes tissue
damage [20]. The shear forces are high at the insertion point because the
base of the needle is manipulated and there is no mechanism to minimize
the movement of the needle at the insertion point. We present in this
section, a new hybrid control algorithm which combines the bevel-tipped
needle steering with a modified version of the base-manipulation method.
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In order to apply the hybrid control, we have developed a needle steering
robot with a remote-center-of-motion mechanism. The robot enables us
to manipulate the orientation of the needle, while keeping the insertion
point fixed. This results in an increase in the deflection of the bevel-tipped
needle, while the tissue damage at the insertion point is reduced. The for-
mulation of the new needle manipulation technique, which we have called
local-manipulation is described below.

Needle-tissue interaction can be modeled locally using virtual springs
placed along the needle shaft [20]. The needle is divided into N segments,
and a spring is attached to the end of each segment as depicted in Fig.
6.2. This segmentation is performed only for the part of the needle which
is inside the tissue. Each segment can be approximated by a 3D polyno-
mial curve (Si(l) ∈ R3) where i ∈ [1, N ] is the index. Variable (l ∈ [0, Li])
is a point on the segment with Li being the segment arc length. Bound-
ary conditions are applied to the segments to find the polynomial curve
coefficients. The second order continuity can be formulated as follows:

Si(L) = Si+1(0), (6.1)

dSi
dl

∣∣∣∣
l=Li

=
dSi+1

dl

∣∣∣∣
l=0

, (6.2)

d2Si
dl2

∣∣∣∣
l=Li

=
d2Si+1

dl2

∣∣∣∣
l=0

. (6.3)

The insertion point of the needle is fixed due to the RCM design of the
robot, which results in S1(0) = 0. The bending moment at the last element
(Mtip ∈ R3×1) is related to the bevel at the tip and results in

Mtip =
d2SN

dl2

∣∣∣∣
l=LN

. (6.4)

The force at the end of each segment (Fi ∈ R3×1) is directly proportional
to the displacement of the needle at that point with respect to its initial
position

Fi = Ki(Pt,i − P0,i), (6.5)

where Ki ∈ R is the virtual spring coefficient and depends on the tissue
properties. The initial position and position at time (t) of the needle in 3D
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space are denoted by P0,i ∈ R3×1 and Pt,i ∈ R3×1, respectively. Therefore,
the shear force along the segment can be written as

EI
d3Si
dl3

(l) = −Fi. (6.6)

Parameter (E) is the needle Young’s modulus and I is the second moment
of area. For a hollow needle

I =
π

64
(d4o − d4i ), (6.7)

where di and do are inner and outer diameter of the needle.
Misra et al. showed that the force and moment applied to the tip of a

bevel-tipped needle can be calculated as

Ftip =
KTa

2

2
tan(β)− KT b

2

2
tan(α− β) cos(α), (6.8)

Mtip =
KTa

2

6
tan(β)+

KT b
2

2
tan(α− β)

(
a

3
cos(α)− b

6
sin(α)2

)
,

(6.9)

where KT is the tissue stiffness per unit length [21]. Bevel angle and cut
angle are denoted by α ∈ R and β ∈ R, respectively. Variables (a ∈ R)
and (b ∈ R) are related to the tip shape and are shown in Fig. 6.2. The
equations (6.8) and (6.9) can then be substituted in equations (6.6) and
(6.4), respectively. Finally, we have 12×N unknowns and the same number
of equations. Therefore, forward or inverse kinematics can be solved as a
linear equation. In the forward kinematics, the angle of the needle at the
insertion point is known and the angle of the tip is calculated. In the
inverse kinematics, the desired direction of motion of the tip is known and
the corresponding needle angle at the insertion point is calculated.

6.2.2 3D pre-operative path planning

The path planning is performed pre-operatively using a 3D scan of the
tissue, and the computation time is not critical. Therefore, we have de-
veloped an algorithm which can be categorized as a sampling-based path
planning. The path planner uses the needle-tissue interaction model to find
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all the feasible paths to reach the target with the pre-defined orientation
and intersect these paths with the surface (skin). In order to generate the
paths, the needle trajectory for a single insertion (no rotation) for a defined
length is sampled. The sample points can be rotated in order to achieve all
possible trajectories in 3D space. The resolution of samples and rotations
are the key factors influencing the time needed to generate the final path.
The paths from the target to the surface (skin) are divided into equally
spaced section. Fig. 6.3 shows the algorithm for a simplified 2D case. The
needle-tissue interaction model depends on several system parameters, such
as tissue stiffness, needle bevel angle and needle Young’s modulus. These
parameters are estimated pre-operatively.

6.3 Experiments

This section describes the experiments performed to assess the proposed
needle steering and path planning algorithms. The experimental setup and
plan are presented below, followed by the results at the end of the section.

6.3.1 Experimental setup

A CT-compatible robotic setup with RCM resign is used to steer a bevel-
tipped needle. The robot has 4 degrees-of-freedom (DOF), which are shown
in Fig. 6.4. Two DOFs are used to insert and rotate the needle along
its shaft, and the needle can rotate around the insertion point using the
remaining two DOFs. The RCM mechanism enables us to apply the hybrid
steering algorithm to minimize the tissue damage at the insertion point.

Two types of needles are used in different experiments. The first needle
has an outer diameter of 0.55mm (23.5G), and it is equipped with a 5 DOF
electromagnetic (EM) sensor. An Aurora v3 (Northern Digital Inc., Wa-
terloo, Canada) EM tracker is used to track the sensor. The EM tracker
measures the 3D position, and pitch/yaw angles with an accuracy of 0.7mm
and 0.2°, respectively. The motor encoder is used to measure the roll
angle (rotation about needle axis). The second needle is an FNA spinal
biopsy needle with outer diameter of 0.66mm (22G) (Argon Medical De-
vices, Plano, USA). A Siemens Somatom Force (Siemens AG, Munich, Ger-
many) is used to track the needle and find the target location. The settings
are the defaults used for abdomen scan, which are a tube voltage of 90KVP,
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Table 6.1: The details of the needle steering experimental Case II and Case
III.

Needle Target Tracking Path planner Tissue

Case II FNA Real CT X Gelatin

Case III EM Virtual EM × Cadaver

Figure 6.4: The needle steering is performed using the developed hybrid
steering algorithm: The experimental setup for Case II and Case III are
depicted in (a) and (b), respectively. 1O CT-compatible needle insertion
robot with remote-center-of-motion. 2O Anthropomorphic gelatin phantom
of the thorax. 3O Computed tomography scanner. 4O Sticker fiducial placed
on the insertion area, and robot initial reference frame. 5O Insertion point.
6O Computer and electronics for controlling the robot. 7O Fresh-frozen

male human cadaver. 8O Aurora electromagnetic tracker.

tube current of 234mAs, pixel spacing of 0.96mm, slice thickness of 0.5mm
and convolution kernel of Br40d.

The procedure was performed on a normal-sized male cadaver (died at
the age of 73 years) from the Groningen Human Body Donation Program.
The body had no lung pathology, and had not undergone surgical proce-
dures on the thorax. After death, the body was shaved. The cadaver was
fast frozen to -40°C, then stored at -24°C. Two days prior to the study the
body was defrosted to room temperature. The internal ethics committee
of the Groningen Human Body Donation Program approved the use of the
body.
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Figure 6.5: The work-flow of the experiments using the needle insertion
device (NID) is as similar as possible to the clinical practice. The radiation
symbol represents a single computed tomography (CT) scan performed. In
clinic, aligning the needle with the lesion is challenging. This results in
several needle manipulations and CT scans, which is visualized by the red
area. This issue is solved using the NID, where the fiducials on the robot
are used to calculate the robot pose which aligns the needle with the lesion.
The pre-operative path planner provides the insertion point.
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6.3.2 Experimental plan

Three experimental cases and one feasibility study are conducted to evalu-
ate the proposed algorithms.

Case I

Bevel-tipped needle steering has a limited amount of deflection (radius of
curvature of about 292mm, using a 22G FNA needle). An FNA needle
is inserted into a gelatin phantom using bevel-tip steering and the hybrid
steering. The amount of needle deflection in the two cases are compared.
The results are used to validate that hybrid steering can result in a higher
deflection of the needle.

Case II

The path planning algorithm and the hybrid steering is first tested in an
anthropomorphic gelatin phantom of the thorax. The experiments are per-
formed using CT images. An sticker is attached to the phantom, which
has 7 cylindrical shape fiducials on it. A CT scan is performed and the
fiducials are extracted from the CT images and the skin surface is recon-
structed. The target and the final angle is selected and the path planning is
executed. The suitable insertion point, and therefore the path, is selected
by the user from the feasible option that the path planner provides. The
insertion point is marked using the laser system of the CT scanner and the
fiducial sticker. The robot is then placed at the insertion point accordingly,
and a new CT scan is performed (6.4,a). The fiducials on the robot are
used to register the robot in the CT scanner reference frame. The insertion
is then performed automatically and a final CT scan is taken to check the
error. The work-flow of the experiment is depicted in Fig. 6.5.

Case III

A needle equipped with an electromagnetic (EM) sensor is steered towards a
virtual target in fresh-frozen human cadaver. In this experiment, the needle
is tracked in real-time using an EM tracker, and the needle controlled using
the hybrid steering method. The experimental setup is presented in Fig.
6.4. Experimental Case II and Case III are summarized in Table 6.1.
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Feasibility study

In this study, we try to resemble the clinical conditions to evaluate our sys-
tem in a realistic setup. A fresh-frozen human cadaver is used to target two
virtual lesions in the lungs with an FNA needle. The work-flow is similar
to Case II, which is usually used for lung/liver biopsies. The experimental
setup for this study is shown in Fig. 6.1.

6.3.3 Results

In the experimental Case I, the tip steering is compared with hybrid steering.
The radius of curvature is 292mm for the tip steering and 147mm for the
hybrid steering. This means 17.67mm of deflection in 10cm of insertion
in comparison with 39.28mm of deflection. This results show that hybrid
steering can improve the amount of deflection and therefore the controla-
bility. The results are presented in Fig. 6.6. In experimental Case II, the
needle is steered towards 5 real targets. The targets are spheres with a ra-
dius ranging between 3mm to 8mm, and these are placed randomly in the
phantom. The needle is steered towards the center of the targets and the
error is calculated as the absolute distance between the target and needle
tip position in 3D space. The error is calculated by performing a final CT
scan. The mean targeting error is 1.35±0.49mm, and the results are pre-
sented in Table 6.2. In experimental Case III, the targets are virtual points
in 3D space within the cadaver lung, and the locations are chosen randomly.
The steering experiments are repeated 5 times. The mean targeting error
is 1.97±0.89mm and the results are available in Table 6.2. The feasibility
study is performed twice and the needle is steered towards virtual targets
within the lung. A reconstructed 3D visualization of the second feasibiliy
study is shown in Fig. 6.7(a). The needle trajectory for the same exper-
iments is shown in Fig. 6.7(b), where the needle is pointed by the green
arrows. The mean targeting error for the feasibility study is 2.89±0.22mm.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental Case I: The needle is steered using tip (blue)
and hybrid (red) steering algorithms. The axis x and z are according to
the coordinate system shown in Fig. 6.4. The radius of curvature (R)
shows a decrease when using the hybrid control, which results in higher
controllability of needle trajectory with respect to tip steering.
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6.4 Discussion and future work

In this study, we have presented a new algorithm to steer a flexible needle
by combining tip-based control with the base-manipulation control. The
algorithm is developed for a CT-compatible needle insertion setup, which
has a remote-center-of-motion at the point of insertion. The combination of
the robotic setup and the developed control algorithm results in an increase
in the deflection of the needle. A pre-operative path planner is developed,
in which we consider the location of the target, the required final pose of
the needle and the preferred insertion region. The path planner provides
the feasible paths and the surgeon can choose the preferred path.

6.4.1 Discussion

The needle steering algorithm, along with the path planner, are tested us-
ing 3 experimental cases which are discussed below. The results of the
first experimental case shows that the needle deflection has increased using
the hybrid control with respect to the tip-steering. This results in higher
controlability of the needle trajectory. It is important to mention that the
deflection depends on the amount of base rotation of the needle. There-
fore, the deflection can go even higher, but the disadvantage is higher tissue
damage. In these experiments we have set a limit of 20° on the rotation of
the needle at the insertion point. In the experimental Case II, the needle
is steered towards real target in a an anthropomorphic gelatin phantom
of the thorax. The targeting accuracy is higher than the case with human
cadaver, which is due to homogeneity of the gelatin phantom. The mechan-
ical properties of the gelatin phantom is known, and therefore the model
used for steering is accurate. In experimental Case III, the tip of the needle
is tracked in real-time using the EM tracker. Therefore, the control loop
is closed using the measurements, which in principle increase the targeting
accuracy. However, the needle is steered in a human cadaver which is not
homogeneous. To reach the target in the lung, the needle has to pierce the
following layers of the thoracic wall: epidermis, dermis, superficial fascia
(fat), muscle fascia, external intercostal muscle, internal intercostal muscle,
innermost intercostal muscle, endothoracic fascia, parietal pleura, visceral
pleura. The mechanical properties of these layers are different and these
are not accurately available. This results in a lower targeting accuracy with
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higher standard deviation. In the feasibility test, the robot was positioned
over the left 2nd intercostal space. The space between the parietal and
visceral pleural usually contains just a film of fluid, but with defects of
the thoracic wall (e.g. by piercing or cutting it) air can fill this space and
push the lung away (pneumothorax). Indeed, the CT-experiment showed
that the pleural space was wider than normal, possibly due to earlier ex-
periments/punctures performed on the cadaver. This resulted in higher
targeting error.

6.4.2 Future work

In this work, we took some steps in order to use needle steering in a clini-
cally relevant situation. We have used a work-flow similar to the protocol
which is used in clinical practice. However, further experiments are needed
before the setup can be used for patient studies. In the future, we want to
perform more human cadaver experiments using the CT scanner, not only
to validate the accuracy of the system, but also to evaluate the design and
user-friendliness of the setup. Furthermore, we are planning to perform
several experiments on live animals in order to check the effects of biologi-
cal motions on the needle steering accuracy and trying to compensate for
the motion.
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7
Conclusions and Future Work

Percutaneous needle insertion procedures are commonly used for diagnosis
e.g., biopsy and therapy e.g., brachytherapy. Success of the procedures
highly depends on accurate placement of the needle. Clinicians use various
imaging modalities, such as CT, MRI and ultrasound in order to reach
the target accurately. Current imaging technology can provide accurate
localization of lesions. However, precise targeting of the lesions by manual
insertion of rigid needles is both difficult and time-consuming. Furthermore,
physiological motions induces movement to the tissues specially near the
diaphragm, such as liver or lungs. This can results in an increase in the
number of pleural punctures which increases the chance of complications
such as pneumothorax and pulmonary hemorrhage.

In the United States and Europe lung cancer screening with low dose
computed tomography is recommended for people at high risk or within
clinical trial settings. The introduction of lung cancer screening results in
an increase of detected nodules. However, targeting the nodules remains
challenging. This thesis presents a novel CT-compatible needle insertion
setup, which is designed to address the challenges of needle interventions.
The robot is composed of the NID and the remote-center-of-motion arm.
The design and evaluation of the NID and the arm are presented in Chapter
2 and 4, respectively. In Chapter 2, first the CT-compatibility of the robot is
evaluated, and then several needle steering experiments are performed. The
experimental results suggest that a real-time feedback of needle tip position
is critical in order to achieve high accuracy. Therefore, a data fusion scheme
using unscented Kalman filter is discussed in Chapter 3. Ultrasound images
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are fused with FBG sensor data, in order to track the needle tip accurately
and close the control loop using the real-time data. An actuated-tip needle
is also investigated in the experiments. Chapter 4 presents the design of the
RCM arm and a modified version of the unscented Kalman filter discussed
in Chapter 3. For the experiments, real-time EM tracking data are fused
with intermittent CT images in order to increase the targeting accuracy.
The next chapter discusses physiological motion compensation, which is
achieved using a force sensor and ultrasound images. The tissue motion
is estimated using the force sensor data, and the target is tracked in the
ultrasound images. In order to apply the estimates motion to the needle,
a robotic arm (UR3) is used. In order to conclude this work in a realistic
experimental scenario, Chapter 6 presents a clinical situation to perform
needle steering experiments. A new steering method is described and tested
in a human cadaver.

7.1 Conclusions

In chapter 2, needle steering experiments in biological tissue embedded
in a gelatine phantom are performed. In order to close the control loop,
real-time EM tracking data are used in one case, and intermittent CT
images are used in another case. The results show a targeting accuracy
of 1.11±0.14mm and 1.94±0.63mm for EM tracking and CT images, re-
spectively. These results suggest that the real-time feedback of needle tip
pose has a considerable influence on the targeting accuracy. Therefore,
in chapter 3, a data fusion scheme based on unscented Kalman filter is
developed. In this chapter, FBG sensor data are fused with ultrasound
images. A tendon-driven actuated-tip needle is used in the experiments.
Needle steering experiments are performed both in gelatine phantom and
biological tissue, and real targets are used in both cases. The targeting
error is 1.29±0.41mm and 1.42±0.72mm for gelatin and biological tissue,
respectively. The targeting error is higher in biological tissue, due to tissue
heterogeneity. The results show that the data fusion scheme is feasible for
needle steering application. Consequently, in the next chapter, other than
introducing the RCM robotic arm, the data fusion method is modified and
it is used for fusing EM tracking data and CT images. The designed robotic
system is demonstrated to be CT-compatible through experiments. Fur-
thermore, needle steering experiments towards real targets embedded in an
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anthropomorphic phantom of the thorax show an accuracy of 1.78±0.7mm.
The results suggest that the data fusion of two tracking modalities, one
real-time and one intermittent can be beneficial for such procedures.

Chapter 5 discusses physiological motion compensation of the body and
the target during the procedure, which is a challenging topic in the needle
steering domain. A motion profile is applied to a phantom which mimics the
liver motion during breathing. The motion is tracked using a force sensor
and it is compensated for in the controller. Needle steering is performed,
while the motion is compensated and targeting error is 1.2±0.8mm and
2.5±0.7mm in gelatin phantom and biological tissue, respectively. Finally,
in the last chapter, a realistic experimental scenario is employed. A fresh
frozen human cadaver is used to perform needle steering. The work-flow
of the experiments is as similar as possible to the clinical practice. Exper-
iments in the lungs of the cadaver using EM tracking shows a targeting
error of 1.39±0.49mm and 2.89±0.22mm using CT images.

7.2 Discussion and future work

This thesis covers several key challenges of needle insertion procedures,
specifically for lung and liver interventions. The main contributions of
this work are as follows. First, design and evaluation of a CT-compatible
remote-center-of-motion needle insertion device is presented. The systems
is designed specifically for lung and liver procedures. Therefore, the form
factors and the choice of materials are based on commercially available CT
scanners. In order to obtain high targeting accuracy real-time tracking of
the needle is required. As a result, an unscented Kalman filter is designed
to fuse intermittent CT images with real-time EM tracking data. The issue
of physiological motion is studied and compensated by developing a new
control scheme. The controller uses force sensor and EM tracker data in
order to compensate the motion of the phantom. Finally, a new needle
steering algorithm using a mechanics-based model to steer the needle using
intermittent CT images is developed. This algorithm is used along with
a pre-operative path planner in order to define the most suitable insertion
point. This is evaluated through needle steering experiments in gelatin,
biological tissue and human cadaver using clinical fine-needle-aspiration
needles.

The presented system design and experimental results demonstrate the
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improvements in targeting accuracy and show the flexibility of current sys-
tem to be used in different experimental scenarios.

The needle insertion setup presented in this thesis is designed in order
to proof the concept, feasibility and applicability of flexible needle steering.
In order to use such a robotic setup in clinic, the design should be improved
and become more user friendly and to get more acceptable by the clinical
community. Possible design changes to make the system even more compact
should be investigated. In the current design, it is not easy to detach
and sterile the needle holder. This is essential for clinical use and should
be considered in the next version of the system. On the other hand, the
needle holder does not have a mechanism to release the needle in emergency
situations. Possible solutions should be investigated in order to increase
the safety of the patient when possible complications occur. Furthermore,
EM tracker and FBG sensors are used in the experiments. EM trackers
are commercially available which makes them easy to use. However, it is
challenging to use it in CT scanner, because of surrounding metallic parts.
FBG sensors are very promising for medical applications, but it is not yet
commercially available. Integration of FBG sensors in clinical diagnostic
and therapeutic needles should be investigated.

Along with robust tracking methods, registration of tracking data from
different tracking devices could be challenging. For instance, body move-
ments could result in large measurement errors. Therefore, it is necessary
to develop registration methods which consider possible movement of the
body and the tracking device. Sensor fusion algorithms, such as unscented
Kalman filter which is discussed in this thesis, could then be used to com-
bine the body tracking data with needle tracking data. Furthermore, the
experiments discussed in chapter 6 in the human cadaver are very similar
to the clinical situation. However, in-vivo experiments are needed in order
to test the system, more specifically the motion compensation method.

Finally, considering the experimental results discussed in this thesis,
flexible needle steering seems very promising for interventions in lung and
liver. The results suggest that using flexible needle steering we can reach
an acceptable accuracy with high repeatability. Furthermore, the accuracy
of such a system is user-independent, and clinicians with different levels
of experience can reach a high accuracy in the surgeries. Hopefully, this
technology will soon be ready for clinical use, and patients and clinicians
will benefit from it.
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Summary

In the last few decades, the surgical tools and procedures have de-
veloped significantly. Invasive surgeries are avoided as much as possible
and minimally-invasive or non-invasive procedures are preferred. Needles
are among the common tools which are used in clinical procedures, such
as brachytherapy, microwave and radio frequency ablations and biopsies.
Needle insertions usually require alignment of the needle with a lesion or
a tumor, which is a challenging task even for experienced clinicians. Fur-
thermore, the needles tend to deflect while being inserted into the tissue,
since the clinical needles usually have an asymmetric tip, and the cutting
force deflects the needle in a certain direction.

In this thesis, a robotic system is developed which is used to steer a
flexible needle within the tissue. The robot is designed for the procedure
on the lung and liver, which are commonly performed under CT guidance.
A review of the available solutions in the market and in the literature is
discussed and the design and evaluation of the proposed CT-compatible
needle steering robot is presented. Functional tests prove the design con-
cept, and experiments in biological tissue and human cadaver validate the
steering concept. A data fusion scheme based on unscented Kalman filter
is developed in order to combine the tracking information from multiple
devices. Finally, a motion compensation algorithm is presented which can
be used to compensate patients voluntary or non-voluntary motions (such
as breathing) while the needle is being inserted into the body.





Samenvatting

In de afgelopen decennia hebben de chirurgische hulpmiddelen en pro-
cedures zich aanzienlijk ontwikkeld. Invasieve operaties worden zoveel mo-
gelijk vermeden en minimaal-invasieve of niet-invasieve procedures hebben
de voorkeur. Naalden behoren tot de gebruikelijke hulpmiddelen die wor-
den gebruikt in klinische procedures, zoals brachytherapie, microgolf- en
radiofrequentie-ablaties en biopsieën. Naaldinserties vereisen gewoonlijk
uitlijning van de naald met een laesie of een tumor, wat een uitdagende taak
is, zelfs voor ervaren clinici. Verder neigen de naalden te buigen wanneer
ze in het weefsel worden ingebracht, omdat de klinische naalden gewoonlijk
een asymmetrische punt hebben en de snijkracht de naald in een bepaalde
richting afbuigt.

In dit proefschrift wordt een robotsysteem ontwikkeld dat wordt ge-
bruikt om een flexibele naald in het weefsel te sturen. De robot is ontworpen
voor de procedure op de longen en de lever, die gewoonlijk worden uitgevo-
erd onder CT-geleiding. Een overzicht van de beschikbare oplossingen op
de markt en in de literatuur wordt gegeven en het ontwerp en de evaluatie
van de voorgestelde CT-compatibele naaldstuurrobot wordt gepresenteerd.
Functionele testen bewijzen het ontwerpconcept en experimenten in biolo-
gisch weefsel en menselijk kadaver valideren het stuurconcept. Een gegevens
fusieschema op basis van een unscented Kalman-filter is ontwikkeld om de
volginformatie van meerdere apparaten te combineren. Ten slotte wordt een
bewegingscompensatie-algoritme gepresenteerd dat kan worden gebruikt
om vrijwillige of niet-vrijwillige bewegingen van patiënten (zoals ademhal-
ing) te compenseren terwijl de naald in het lichaam wordt ingebracht.
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